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EDUCATOR HONORED DURING BlACK HISTORY CElEBRATION
Mrs. Frances Alexander, President of the Tampa Bay Branch of the Association for the Study of African American Life and History ~~~
(ASALH), and its members held their annual Black History Celebration at Sligh Middle Magnet School on February 22, 2012. This year,
~
the organization paid tribute to Dr. William Bernard Robertson, a local educator who has continuously given his time and energy for
the betterment of his students.
Each year, Dr. Robertson sponsors members of the Men ofVision to visit the Camp Virginia .Jaycees, an organization he founded. ~~~
Attending the program from left to right wet·e: Ms. Manuschka Michaud, Assistant Principal of Curriculum at Sligh Middle Magnet
School; Mrs. Doretha Edgecomb, member ofthe Hillsborough County School Board; the honoree, Dr. Robertson, Mrs. Ruth Robertson,
who introduced the speaker; Sligh Principal, Barbara I<'illhart; and Tom King, Immediate Past Chairman of the Board, Camp Virginia
Jaycee. (Photography by BRUNSON).
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Anornevs Ordered To Submit Wrinen
~ Arguments In ·stand Your Ground' Trial
ffJ
~

Last week, an atto-r ney
requested that charges be dis-.
missed against his client in a
c manslaughter case. The man
en is using the "Stand Your
~ Ground" law as his defense.
t- Hillsborough Circuit Judge
Ashley Moody ordered that
both the defense and the prosecutor submit their arguments
in writing. Attorney Ron
Tulin, who is representing
Trevor Dooley, 71 , must
TREVOR DOOLEY
submit his argument by
... Using 'Stand Your
March 16th.
Ground' Defense
The prosecuting attorneys, ' own. b~half and the to-yearStephen Udagawa and 'Lori
. old daughter of victim David
Ellingsworth must submit
James, who witnessed the ·
their response by March 29th~
shooting, also testified.
Judge Moody will hold_a
The shooting took place in
hearin~on the motion on
September 2010, at a park in
April26 .
Valrico.
The trial has already started
According
to
the
. and several witnesses have
Hillsborough County Sheriffs
been called to testify in the
Office, Dooley and James
case. Dooley testified on his
became engaged in an arguLL
~

~
c

ment at the Partridge Point
Trail. The two men begari
arguing over a teenager riding
his skateboard on the basketball court.
Dooley reportedly used
profanity after James did not
tell the teenager to leave the .- ·
basketball court and turn to
walk away. James alleged
called after Dooley questioning him about the di!!play of
the firearm-in his waistband.
Dooley is alleged to have
turned _and displayed the
firearm at which time James
allegedly lunged at him. The ·
two men struggled over the
gun and both fell to the
ground. The gun fired one bullet striking James in the
chest.
_Dooley was arrested and ·
charged with manslaughter.
He ·has been free on bond
_since the shooting:
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Manial Ans Instructor wants To
Bring Program To -School svstem
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BY LEON B. CREWS
Sentinel St~Writer
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Master Alvin Hohnes is a

t- U. S. Marine and Vietnam
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Veteran whose specialty was
demolition. He quickly discovered in Vietnam that he
had to kill in order to live.
After his discharge ,
Holmes returned to the
United States, and studied
martial arts as a way of disciplining himself against the
horrors of war. ·
"What I soon discovered
was that not only was I
becoming a more disciplined
person, but I had a valuable
tool I could pass on to others."
. Holmes became a martial

MASTER
ALVIN HOLMES

arts Master, and although he
opened a couple of schools,
he still.felt there was more he
could do.
"I've always felt today's
youth could best benefit from
the discipline that comes with
martial arts.
"I read an article recently

that golf was being introduced_into. the school system
as part of the physical education program."
Holmes said he has nothing against the game of golf,
but he thinks if the students
could be taught martial arts,
it would give them the discipline and control they need.
"I've been given a green
light by the city's Parks and
Recreation Department to
bring my classes there. "I
think that is a great starting
point, but I feel I could be
more effective if I could get it
into the school system. I'd
like to discuss the possibility
with officials to see if we can
work out a formula that
would benefit everyone.
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Make ordering your invitations
EASY for one LOW PRICE with SOL DAVIS PRINTING!
5205 N. Lois Ave.- Tampa, FL 33614
(813) 353-3609 .
N

GRADUATIO

WINSTON I..IGHTBODY

Packages Include:
Invitations w/Personalized Photo
Name Cards
Envelopes
SEVERAL COVER DESIGNS & VERSES TO CHOOSE FROM.

Congresswoman To
Host Job And Communitv
Resource Fair

U. S. Representative
Kathy Castor will host a
Job and Community
Resource Fair, from 10 a.m.
until 2 p.m. on Saturday,
March 3. The event Will take
place at the WorkForce ·
Tampa Career Center, 9215
N. Florida Ave., Suite 101.
Employers will be on
hand, along with experts to
provide help with navigat- ing
the
job-hunting
process.
_
. Representatives from gov- ·
ernment agencies, housing
counseling organizations
and congressional case .
managers will also be available to answer questions
and provide assistance. ·
The event is free and open

KATHY CASTOR

io

the general public. For
more information, call (813)
871-2817 or visit www.castor .house.gov

Plan-To Create
Hispanic C-ountv
District Defeated
Along Panv_line ,_.
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
Last week, Les-Milier, Jr.,
Hillsborough
County
Commissioner for Districf3
proposed a new single member district. However, the
proposal was defeated in a 52 vote.
Commissioner .Miller
said the 4-3 plan to have four
single-member districts and _
three at-large seats were
LES MILLER, JR.
adopted in 1983. At the time,
County Commissioner
Hispanics represented a little
more than ~o% of the
County's population.
to have Lithuanians, Chinese,
"Now HispaniCs are 25% of
everybody is going to wa_n t
the population yet they have
_their own .district. You want
no representation on the
to be different? Go back
board. To me, that is taxation
where you came from. Sorry,
wHhout representation. I
I'm not a prejudiced person,
want this board to go forward
but I'm tired of this hogwith public.hearings for a 5-2
wash."
· plan to change. the make:.up
· Commissioner Miller
of the board to represent the
said, "I apologize - to
community," Commiss•
Hispanics and Blacks for that
ioner Miller said.
derogatory comment_. It cuts
He further said the plan
deep, it's painful and I apolowould allow smaller districts
gize for these comments
and would give Hispanics
being made."
representation where they
Commissioner Miller
have · none now. "Our
said approval of the proposal
Hispanic community has
would allow it to be placed on
grown by leaps and bounds.
ballot in November for the
This would give them access
public to decide.
for a Hispanic to be elected in
The proposal ·was defeated
Hillsborough County."
·
in a 5-2 vote, with
Du r ing the meeting ,
Commissioner Kevin
Marilyn Smith, a resident
Beckner, the only oth er
who frequents County
Demdcrat on the board, supCommission meetings used
porting it.
·
the word "ghetto" to describe
After th e me etin ,
the proposal.
Commissioner Mille-r -"iua
"Now if this sort of thing
the vote went down the party ·
goes any further, we're going
line.

~~~------~~-----------------------------------------------------------,~
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Police Honor 'Unsung Heroes'
W1-th u11·a1 e Monologue

Children's Board ~
Incident Topic Of ~
Special Board Meeting ~
N

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Edwards further said, "I SXJ
wouldn't have ~own about it ~
had the reporter not con- ~
tacted me. During the board
meeting on January 26th, I
asked some demanding questions. It was a contentious
meeting. But I'm not a bully,
I'm not a demon. I'm not bitter, but I'm going to get to the
bottom of it. I'mjuststunned
that it occurred," he said:
Edwards further stated
that to his knowledge ·two
board members knew .about
the Incident before it occurred, "She (Dr. Panacek)
should have notified everyone, all ten members of the
board. You can't do that, she
should have told everyone on
the board," he said.
The two other African
American board members are "11
Ms. Valerie Goddard and
Ms. Doretha Edgecomb. :a
Ms. Goddard said, "I ~
had absolutely no prior en
knowledge of anything." She ~
stated that she was briefed on ~
the incident during the board
meeting on February 23rd.
J!!
Ms. Edgecomb said she m
learned ab.out it after it had ~
taken pla~e. "Luann .called J;;
and told me it had occurred.· :::::!
But, itwas my understanding Z
thaf it was to make a more ~
productive place. It was more m
of a blessing than a deans- ~
. ing."
:I:
The Sentinel learned ::g
that Dr. Luann Panacek, m
Executive Director of the <
Hillsborough Gomity _Chil-· m<:: rJ
dren's Board was unavailable
due to a medical leave.
~
m

Last month, oil disbursed
at the Children's Board of
Hillsborough County led employees to contact the Tampa
Police Department.
A spokesperson for the
Tampa Police Department
said employees discovered a
substance in their workplace
on Monday, January 30th,
when they reported to work
and called police·. The Tampa
Police responded to what
they said was a crimb:ial mischief report.
However, after an investigation police determined that
no crime had occurred based
The Tampa Police Deparbnent honored two citizens and two organizations last week during their 24th
on the information given to
Annual Black History Program. The award recipients, shown from left to right are Ms. Kay Andrews,
Florida Sentinel Bulletin, Sgt. Kenny Norris, Tampa Police Department, Mrs. Sonia Franklin, Tampa Bay
them, the spokesperson said.
Chapter of Sisters Network, Inc., and Mrs. Queen Miller, community activist. (Photography by aRUNDan
Casseday,
SON).
spokesman for the organization said, "We were told that
hood for more than 6o years. a friend of Dr. Panacek
Sentinel Bulletin to join
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
But, crime began to take over wanted to do a blessing of the
her on the front porch.
Sentinel City ~ditor
the neighborhood and she . building and that was all we
Sgt. Norris was recogfelt something needed to be were told.
Last Thurs~ay, members · . nized for the many lives he
done.
of the community attended
touches mentoring to chil"We don't know what type
the Tampa Police Departdren in the neighborhood.
Mrs. Miller said the of oil was used, but it was
homes of senior citizens cleaned up in a matter of sevMrs. Franklin, who is presment's 24th Annual Black
History Program. The theme
ident of the cancer support
would · be burglarized and eral days," he said .
, is "The Front Porch -group was recognized for the
. food and clothing taken. "It
He further stated that it
impact her organization has
Where Neighbors Bewas pathetic because they was done on the weekend and
on the community.
were taking advantage of the after hours.
come Family."
people. They only got money
Chief Jane Castor and
Chief Castor did not forHowever, board member
once a month and then every- Pete Edwards felt the inci-:
get the Sentinel's willingMajor Gerald Honeywell
welcomed those- in attenthing was being stolen."
ness to support the police
dent was directed at him. He
dance to the program.
department in combating viMrs. Miller said she said a special board meeting
Following the welcome,
olent crimes committed with
wrote to then Governor will be called to discuss a restanding before a backdrop · guns last year.
Askew, who directed law en- cent incident.
After ten people died durdesigned by Tampa Police
forcement to clean up the
He said they are currently
neighborhood. The Tampa trying . to restore the tape
ing' a two-week period, the
Officer. Les Richardson,
Detective Sonja Wise
Sentinel provided free adPolice Department provided from January 29th, when the
information on starting the incident took place.
vertising to alert the commutalked about things that take
nity to a gun buyback. The
Crime Watch Program and it
place on the front porch. in
many neighborhoods and
event was the most succ~ssful
was a success.
.
communities.
The program is still in ex:..
in recent years. The police deShe spoke·in a monologue
partment collected more Than
· istence and meets once a ·
month at Lee Davis Neighthat depicted events that
1,000 guns.
everyone could relate to in
borhood Service Center,
Mrs. Franklin was honhis or her own neighborhood.
ored for her continuous efMrs. Miller said.
forts to get the word ·out
As she spoke, she then inMembers of the Tampa
The Florida Law States That You
vit.ed each award recipient to
about breast cancer in the
Police Department Black HisMay Be EntiUed To $10,000
join her on the front porch.
tory Committee were: Major
African American commuFor Loss WageS And Medical care...
nity. Last year, the organizaDetective Wise shared
Gerald Honeywell, · De(PIP Insurance Needed).
Service
tion held two community
with the audience the reason
tective
Sonja
Wise,
Support and Help from the
contribution each award rewalks.
Deirdre Joseph, Captain
beginning to the end.
Mrs. Queen Miller was . Diane
cipient made to improve the .
Hobley-Burney
• Spinal Injuries
quality of life in the commurecognized for her work in
Janelle McGregor, Lydia
Neck Pain • Back Pain
Hip Pain • Leg Pain
forming the College Hill
nity. The recipients were Sgt.
Pizarro, Ida Walker Cap• Transportation Available
Crime Watch Association 25
Kenny Norris,
Mrs.
tain Rocky Ratliff, CorpoQueen Miller, Mrs. Sonia
years ago. "I felt humbled by
ral Les Richardson,
• Auto Repair
Body Shop
the award. It was kind of exFranklin, president of the
Officer Mark Holloway,
• Medical care Provided
citing for me," she said.
Tampa Chapter of Sisters
Officer Veronica HamilNetwork, Inc., and Ms. Kay
Mrs. Miller has lived in
ton, and Crystel Samp• Specializing In:
Car Accidents
Andrews of the Florida
her East Tampa neighborson.
Pedestrian Incidents
Motorcycle Aet.~ldE1nbiL_..
Truck Accidents
Slip and Falls
Bicycle
Bus
And

"Don't be Victimized twice for an accident that wasn't jour fault"

Call Michelle B. Patty
Local: 813-495-3702 • Toll Free 1·866·352-4200
Available 24 Hours A
Michelle

/7 Days A Week
Inc.
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Queen Miller: Salute To ATaDJpa Hero
o hear Queen Miller is to know ~he D?-eans business. Short of stature, but towenng wtth courage
and brimming with the knowledge of how to get
things done, she will not hesitate to tell you that, if needbe, she knows somebody who knows somebody who has
the power to achieve the impossible. Perhaps, Ms. Miller
is related to E. F. Hutton. For, when she speaks, wherever she speaks, everybody listens.
Just recently, Tampa's own royalty was picked by representatives of the Tampa Police Department to receive
its Unsung Community Hero Award. Traditionally presented during Black History Month, the award salutes
Tampa citizens who have been a force for community action and police relations. We can testify first hand that
our Queen Miller bas indeed, been an example of the
award she's received.
Most certainly, her voice on issues of community development, civil rights, education , crime and other arenas of human interest have been both timely and often
memorable as with eyes and words she pinned her opposition down and made people understand what they
ought or ought not to do.
One might call Queen Miller a perpetual cheerleader
for the Tanipa community. The fact that she is Black is a
·God-given bonus for a woman who sees the humanity in
everyone regardless of race, creed, or color.
As Queen Miller concluded, when she received her
award, "It should be togetherness that should last, not
just [the Unsung Community Hero Award ceremony]."
However, we'd like to correct Ms. Miller's comment. For,
it should be Queen Miller who should last, for, what
would Tampa do without her?
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~ Black America And Nadonal lean Month
t=

Z

How

could we allow the month of February to end
without reminding you that National Heart Month
<
is also celebrated during February, and that this
c
year's focus has been on women and heart disease? And as you might guess, the saga of the Black Ex0 perience includes true-stories of sadness brought about
ii by a disparity ~fheart disease of epidemic proportions
in the Black community.
The risk ofheart.disease for Black people begins at a
much younger age than is true for any other group besides Native Americans. According to a 2009 University
·of California, San Francisco, and San Francisco General
Hospital study, "one in 100 Black adults develop heart
failure in their 30s and 40s at a rate 20 times higher
than that of similarly aged white men and women."
Even more daunting is the fact, Black adults who develop heart disease early have at least one of four risk
factors, which are rampant among Black people.
Having high bloOd pressure, being overweight, having
low levels of "good" cholesterol, or suffering from
chronic kidney disease doubles the risk of heart failure
among African Americans. It certainly doesn't take
much imagination to consider what having two or more
of the above factors can do to the human heart.
Furthermore, because heart disease often has no
symptoms that women can detect without medical intervention, Black women especially must be vigilant about
o:t their heart-health.
w
So, not only do we salute the month of February for
C!J Black Heritage, but we celebrate February for Black
Health. Take both celebrations to heart.
~

a:

£f

Tampa Bridges Its Economv
resident
Barack
Obama has been trying
to sell the country on the
idea that to build and repair
roads, bridges, dams, schools
and other infrastructures
would be good for the .nation.
The President believes that
by doing these things, it would
create jobs, -grow the economy, lead to a reduction iQ the
deficit and make life better for
everyone in the UnitedStates.
Apparently, the City of
Tampa believes the same
thing. The proof of this beliefcan be seen in the City of
Tampa's major overhaul of its
bridges. One can say the City
of Tampa is bridging its economy with upgrading and repairing bridges inside the city
limits.
Some may say this is being
done because of a major political party that is holding its
national convention here. Still

P

others may offer other reasons. Whatever the reason, retooling the City's bridges is
work that needed to be done,
and in doing so, it created
some jobs.
Since the city has to purchase materials to make these
repairs, it increases the need
for an increase in the production of those materials.
The City did the Cass Street
Bridge, the Platt Street Bridge
and is now working on the
Columbus Drive Bridge. The
Laurel Street Bridge is next on
the rehab list.
Now, all we need to do is
get the county, state and the
federal government to join
this rehabilitation program.
That would certainly create a
lot of jobs. In the effort, every
level of government would do
its own.
I hear talking heads and political figures always saying,

Dr. Israel 'Ike' Tribble, Jr. :Educator,
Intellectual, Visionarv And Author
friend once said, "I
wasn't sure that I really
liked or appreciated
Romare Bearden's art
until 'Ike' Tribble opened
the Bay Area's first African
American Art Museum. I then
had the opportunity to experience Bearden's wide range
of art expression, .up close."
Of Israel "Ike" Tribble's
death in 2003, Marc Morial, the National Urban
League's Chief Executive Officer wrote, "Indeed, Ike's
work in Florida was the inspiration for the Urban League's
signature education initiative,
the Campaign for African
American Achievement and
the National Achievers Society."
Both men's remarks speak
to the impact that Ike Tribble had on individuals, communities and nations. For
children and for public housing residents, Tribble was
also an example of the adage,
"Your street address doesn't
determine your future."
Tribble was raised by a
single mother in New Jersey
public housing.
A discerning teacher recog- ·
nized Tribble's potential
and placed him in college
preparatory courses instead
of in trade school courses in
which he had originally been

A

enrolled.
After graduating from New
Jersey's Montclair State University, Tribble joined the U.
S. Army becoming a captain ·
in Army Intelligence .
Upon leaving the military~
Tribble enrolled in graduate
school and eventually earned
a doctorate from -Stanford
University.
Tribble then embarked
upon an 'extraordinary career' in higher education from
which many Black Americans
reaped lasting benefits.
Tr~bble initiated Ameriea's first Black history class
in the predominantly white
San Mateo Union High
School District in California.
Later, he served as a history
instructor and administrator
at Mills College In Oakland,
California before becoming a
special assistant to the Secretary of the u.s; Department of
Education followed by a stint
with the U. S. Department of
Defense as the director of volunteer education.
These career choices led to
Dr. Tribble being selected
as the Vice Chancellor for academic programs for the
Florida Board of Regents in
Tallahassee in 1982. By 1984,
Tribble's work and prominence caused the McKnight
Foundation to hire him to im-

governments don't create
jobs. We all know that is a
bunch of hogwash. Legislators, mayors, governors, and
other elected officials ought to
know this very well. Ask them
where their salaries come
from, who do law officials,
firefighters, and soldiers work
for.
Whose job is it to maintain
and build roads, dams,
bridges.and the nation's infrastructure? The answer, the
governments.
How does the government
do this? They hire people.
More than likely, the City of
Tampa's bridge rehab idea did
not come from the President.
It does, however, prove that
the President is right when he
says a mass rehabbing of infrastructures would create
money and stimulate the
economy.
The City's program doesn't
create nearly enough jobs, but
· it is a start. It is a start that
other levels of government
ought to start. So many infrastructures all over this nation
are dangerously in need of repairs. It is time to get to it.
Don't damn the idea, use it
to bridge the economy and
that will put us on the road to
an economical recovery.
plement a $15 million grant
program called tlie Florida
Education Fund (FEF).
Tampa became the home base
for the FEF's mission of expanding educational opportunities for Black and other
minorities.
Indeed, under Tribble's
leadership, education for
Blacks in Florida began to
thrive. His leadership of FEF
resulted in establishing Centers for Excellence for Black
school age children in major
Florida cities and full scholarships for Blacks seeking graduate and undergraduate
degrees.
In less than 10 years, the
foundation enabled 166 men
and women to earn their doctorates at Florida universities
and more than 500 other college graduates to attend
Florida law schools. By 2003,
more than 250 law school
graduates were practicing law
in Florida.
Tribble established the
Tampa African American Museum, which featured a Romare
Bearden
art
collection. "Ike" also served
on the boards of the National
Urban League, Nation's Bank,
the Greater Tampa Chamber
of Commerce, and the Tampa
Housing Authority.
In 1997, he became the first
Black chairman of the Greater
Tampa Chamber of Commerce. Nevertheless, this
human dynamo left us all too
soon when Israel "Ike"
Tribble died of leukemia
(2003).

However, he left a magnificent, indelible m~rk on the
Tampa community. Brother
Ike shall not be ·forgotten.
Harambee!
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Today's Birthday -You play a prominent role in the
group. Direct traffic. Accept well-earned compliments. Step
into greater leadership this year (which includes saying "no"
sometimes). Attract influential friends. Expand your circle
while supporting home and family.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March. 20) - Get into the books for the
next couple of days. You may get mixed sigrials and contradicting information. Find out what works for you, and use it.
. , _',: Aries (March 21-April19)- Follow a stronger leader, and
beat your best time. You're a champion. Toss the ball to your
partner. Your luck has just improved immensely. Pay it forward.
.
Taurus (Apri12o-May 2o)- Take every opportunity to
share good tidings. Important people speak well of you. Be prepared.for uninvited company. Accept a pearl of wisdom from a
friend.
Gemini (May 21-June 21)- Handle kitchen repairs, and
you'll appreciate it qaily. A discovery brings sought-after information. Accept a tough assigt1ment that brings more iricome.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) - Think of ways to increase
your resources. Offer ne\v services, Help your friends, and let
them help you. Expand your view. It's a great time for traveL
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)- Your career can .really take off
now. The money's available, but save more than you spend. Relationships are most important. Rid yourself of unnecesaty obligations.
·
·
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) -You're on a roll. Step onstage,
and speak your part. You're lining up the pieces for a positive
change. Be prepared, so you can move quickly when necessa1y.
Libra: (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) - Suggest an innovation. What
you learn today benefits more than just yourself. Your theory
works! Replenisl:l your reserves. Tap into your environment.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) =-Work in partnership with .
others to get the most value today. Your good energy's conta~ous. Extra effort earns you a b~nus. A romantic evening beckons.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21) - Today's a whirlwind of
activity. Your productivity reaches new heights, especially when
you're having fun: Anything's possible. Leave time for relaxation.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)- Ideas flow like water, so
pluck some from the stream and write them down. Charm customers with your skills. Competition has you pick up the pace.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) - Friends help you solve a
philosophical problem. Your imagination profits. Make commitments and promises in the privacy of your own home.

Cloe Cabrera,( center) columnist for a
local newspaper, is shown with ·two employees of the VA Hospital, Josephine Fryer ·
and Frances Ponder.

Dee Merrett, Lisa Daniels and Ken Perry
gathered .at:ound ~e reception table at a
local political event.

'

.

Charlie Riggins, president of the
Four beautiful bridesmaids at the Moore-Donald"Old Timer's Club" escorted their son wedding reception posed for the Sentinel Phoqueexi, Marva Faulkller, to the tographer: (L-R) Sabrina C~nty, Alfreida Fountain,
stage.
Claudia Neal and Cheryl Jackson.
·
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BOLD AND THE BEAUfiFUL- Amber seethes when she witnesses
Rick locking lips with another woman; Bridget and Owen deliver strutting
news to Brooke and Eric; Stephanie pays a visit t9 Liam and attempts to
convince him to remain in his marriage to Steffy. Hope turns to Katie for
advice and is startled by what she hears; Eric cautions Owen that he may
not get what he wants; Nick comforts Jackie as she admits that she misses
Owen. Hope makes a drastic decision about her relationship with Liam;
Jackie is stunned by Bridget and Owen's news; Bill makes another attempt
to convince Liam to remain in his marriage to Steffy.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES- Sami doesn't appreciate Marlena giving her
parenting advice; ~onny urges Will to learn to accept himself; Rate confides in Carrie that Sami slept ·with EJ; Daniel returns to town and n;ns
into Nicole. EJ expresses concern when he finds Nicole in the hospital;
Kayla and Bo urge Abe to fight for Lexie; Madison asks Ian to let her go;
Jennifer a,nd Daniel reconnect, but Daniel is a bit distant with her. Sami
tries to mend things with Will; Kate gets an unexpected visit from Ian;
John and Hope areforced to share a hotel room in Almainia; Sami calls
Lucas; John meets with an ISA agent.
GENERAL HOSPITAL- Sam, Patrick and Monica keep a secret from
.Jason; Dante and Lulu discuss their fathers; Luke sees that Helena is up
to her old tricks. Michael brings Starr to General Hospital; Maxie and
Spinelli have a moment; Holly comes home. Dante questions Sonny;
Patrick has good news; Robert Scorpio returns to Port Charles.
YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS - Phyllis and Avery come to terms ·
with their father's criminal past, while Lauren takes a drastic step to protect herself from Daisy. Daniel lashes out at' Phyllis for keeping secrets
about her family, as Michael worries about Lauren's mental health. Nikki
confronts Victor about his lies, while Devon prepares for surgery.
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Dorothy Rogers Frierson moHyatt Regency Was the scene of a luncheon in
deled in a fashion show hosted by downtown Tampa. Pictured with Tampa Bay Buccathe Black Nurses Assoc. The narra- neer Hall of Farner, Lee Roy Selmon are Deborah
torwas Pauline Cole (rear).
Greene and Frances Townsend.
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Haoov
Birthdav

ATrue Soldier
A special birthday wish
goes out to a special man in
our life, Melvin Canady,
III, who turned the big 39,
on Sunday, February 26.
Your family loves you
dearly, don't bow, don't
bend, don't break... press
your way through ... because
it's already done.
Love, Lorrie, Roselle,
Savannah and family.

Happy Birthday,
Melvin Canady, III

WARDELL And W ANISHA
Happy birthday, DaDa.
Love, W ~'nisha and Issac, family and friends.
Wardell Mitche~l, 5120-7018, P. 0. Box 1033 USP 1, Coleman, FL, 33521.
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WARDELL

Haoov
Birthdav

Shout Out
ToMvBabv!

Happy birthday, .W ardell. Keep your head up.
Love, the Westside.

HBPPV Birthdav,
·Mommv
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KERIA And DEVARIS

::J

Wishing my (M.B.M.)
Varis, and my CM.G.M.)
Keria, a happy birthday.
Love always, Marty!!
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MR. And MRS. AUSTIN
I want to wish my wife a happy birthday.
t..ove, your husband.
·

Haoov Birthdav [loisJ Mom·.

MOMMY, KEYONIE
. And RONNIE
Happy birthday to the
world's greatest mommy

NOONEYAndROXY
I miss you more than you
can imagine, and I love you
more than ever.
A minor setback for a
major comeback! I love you
always . .
."Your lady tiger."

(2/28).

Love, your kids.
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Nike Newest Shoe-Release causes Near Riot
Last week, more than 100 deputies in riot gear responded to an Orlando store for crowd control. The people were standing in line to purchase the newest Nike shoes. ·.
·
Malls in several states, including New York and Maryland, reported that police were called in
to control the fans waiting to purchase the shoes.
·
The new Nikes, which sells for $220 ·a pair are part of the Foamposite Galaxy. Purple and
blue in color, the shoes are part of a space-themed. collection. Collectors purchase them and then
·
·
resell them on line for as much as five times their value. ·
People began lining up the night before to purchase the shoes and they sold out quickly. Although customers began lining up the day before they went on sale, stores only had a limited
pairs to.sell.
..
The
shoe
sale
was
designed
to
coincide
with
last
weekend's
NBAAll-Star
game. · ·
.

.

LOIS
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To the world's greatest mother.
From all your kids, we love you dearly. May the Lord con~ tinue to bless you to see many more!
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Countv Conference
Works To Connect
Neighbor To Neighbor
Hillsborough County
Office of Neighborhood
Relations' Ninth Annual
Neighborhoods Conference
will offer 24 workshops this
year to help communities
brainstorm about making
their neighborhoods safer,
friendlier, prettier and more
united.
The Conference will be
held March 24 from 8 a. m.
to
2:30 p.
m. · at
Hillsboq:mgh Community
College, Dale Mabry
Campus, 4001 Tampa Bay
Blvd., Tampa.
There is advance registration.
This year's workshops
include Do-It-Yourself
Projects presented by
Lowe's_Home Improvement
Store; What You Need To
Know
About
Code
Enforcement; a demonstration presented by the

County's Code Enforcement
Graffiti Abatement Unit;
Gang Awareness In Your
Neighborhood; Informing
Your Residents Through
Social Media; and Home
Safety.
Lowry Park Zoo will be
giving away prizes, and conference-goers will have a
chance to win a $1,500
landscaping package for
their subdivision from LMP
. Landscaping. ·
The 2012 Neighborhood
Recognition Awards will be
given at 1 p. m.
Pre-register for the
Conference by logging onto
Neighborhood Relations
web site at www.hillsboroughcounty.org/onr or by
calling the Hillsborough
County Office of Neighborhood Relations at (813)
307-3564.
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On Opening Day of the Florida State Fair, Tampa's Poet Laureate James Tokley was one of the "T1
rpersons added to the 'Wall of Fame.' He ~as the African American honoree.
He is joined at the ceremony by family and friends. From left are: Willie White, Theresa Hayes, 0
Victoria White, Joanna Tokley, Michael Jones, James Toldey, Darlene Hopkins, Fred Johnson :!:!
c
and Joyce Johnson.
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Parents Of FAMU
Drum Maior Concerned
With Investigation
Although the investigation
into the death of a 26-yearold drum major began
immediately, no one has
been charged in the case.
Robert Champion died
after being hazing last
November on a charter bus.
The event took place after
the Florida Classic Game in
Orlando. Attorney Chris
Chestnut, ·who is representing hi~ parents,
Robert, Sr., and Pamela
Champion, said seven
arrests in other hazing cases
have taken place.
However, no one has been
arrested and charged with
Champion's death. The
other incidents happened
within weeks of his death.
"It's very disheartening,
dis<;:ouraging and disappointing to see arrests made
for hazing with minor
injuries, but none for a murder," Attorney Chestnut
said.
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Fantasv 5 Ticket wonh
$250,000 Purchased In Tamoa
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Someone in Tampa purchased a ticket for last Tuesday's Fantasy 5 lottery drawing, and is
now $250,000 richer.
,
·
Officials announced Sat]J.rday that the .winning ticket worth $253,527.92 was_purchased in
Tampa.
Another 309 tickets matching four numbers won $132 each, 9,991 tickets matching three ·
numbers won $11, and 99,797 tickets won a quick pick ticket for matching two numbers.
Last Tuesday's winning numbers were 13-20-23-28-33.
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ROBERT CHAMPION
... Died in November after
Hazing incident

Champion's death was
ruled a homicide a month
after he. died. The alleged
hazing incident took place
on the bus after the game.
Champion reportedly
died from blunt force trauma, the medical examiner
said in his report.
The family has also filed a
lawsuit against the charter
bus company in connection
with the death.
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"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself,.
I

Poet laureate Honored As
Wall 01 Fa10e Recipient
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FAMU
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Three Chosen For Countv
Women's Hall 01 Fame

First Communitv
Based Child
Welfare Services
Forum Planned

The Late MRS. PHYLLIS
BUSANSKY
Hall of Fame Inductee

BY IRIS B~ HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Three Tampa women
were chosen for induction
into the Hillsborough County
~ Commission on the Status of
C Women (COSW). This is the ·
second year the organization,
c created to honor women who
Z have made significant contric( butions,
has recognized
~ women from the community.
~
The designees will be inw
traduced to the Board of
::::»
1- Hillsborough County Com.:.
~ missioners next month. The
w formal induction ceremony
Gj. will take place in May.
The honorees are Mrs.
Gwendolyn Miller, Mrs.
~ Jan Platt, and the late Mrs.
:::J Phyllis Busansky.
·~
Mrs. Miller said, "I was
Q. surprised by the selection. I
Z think it is an honor, a privi~ lege, and a pleasure for me to
be .chosen for this award."
::::»
Mrs. Miller served as an
rD educator in the Hillsborough
County Public School District
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for 35 years. After retiring,
she ran for City Council and
was elected as the second
African AJnerican and the
first African AJnerican
woman to serve in this capacity.
Another "first" for Mrs.
Miller came about when she
won the District 1 seat in
2003. The election marked
the first time an African
AJnerican won an at-large,
cityWide post. She retire!! for
the second time in March
2011.
Mrs. Miller is the first
living African AJnerican
woman nominated for the
honor. Last year, _ Mrs.
Sadye Gibbs Martin,
Mrs. . Sylvia Rodriguez
Kimbell, and Mrs. Clara
C. Frye were inaugural inductees . .
Mrs. Jan Platt served
on the Tampa City Council
and as a Hillsborough
County Commissioner. Dur.ing her tenure as a Commissioner, Mrs. Platt helped
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Wilbert Davis Boys And Girls Club
To Host Black History Program
On Wednesday, February 29th, the Wilbert Davis Boys and .
Girls Club, 3515 North Sarah Street, will be the site of"365+1," a
Black History Program.
The program will begin at 6 p. m., and will feature live music,
and entertainment form En-Truth Entertainment.
There will be also free food, sponsored by Big Bru's Barbecue.

write the current Hillsborough County Charter.
After ending her p()litical
career, Mrs. Platt has con- tinued to remain active in the
community, serving on numerous boards and committees including the Friends of
the Library of Tampa-Hillsborough County and the
Hillsborough Head Start
Community foundation.
The late Mrs. Phyllis
Busansky served as the Director of Hillsborough
<;ounty Aging Services, as the
Director of the Human Resources, .and as Director of
Florida's Welfare-To-Work
Agency.
She was elected to the
Hillsborough County Board
of Commissioners and as the
Hillsborough County Supervisor of Elections. She died in
June 2009, shortly after
being elected as the Supervisor of Elections.
Other women chosen as
Charter member inductees
are: Mrs. Mary T. Cash,
Mrs. Betty Castor, Mrs.
Helen Gordon · Davis,
Mrs. Cecile Essrig, Mrs.
Pat Frank, Mrs. Sandra
Freedman, and Mrs.
Adela Gonzmart.

ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT
A growing religious organization has an immediate opening
for a highly skilled Office
Assistant · to provide clerical,
organizational and operational
assistance to its leadership and
staff. · A background in a
religious environment orway of
life is required. Excellent
interpersonal ,
organizational
and
administrative
skills
required.
Candidate
must
possess strong written and oral
communication skills and the
ability to maintain highly
confidential information.
Proficiency
in
Microsoft
Word, PowerPoint, Excel and ·
Publisher is a necessity. This is
a part time
professional
position.
For
an
interview
and
consideration, please email
resume and salary . requirements to: csjsr1@aol.com by
March 12th, 2012. EOEIDFWP

ELDER CHARLES DAVIS
Senior Pastor College Hill
Church Of God In Christ

BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

MS. LORITA SHIRLEY .
Executive Director of Eckerd
Youth Alternatives ·

number of children removed
from homes. She feels that in
order to address the problem,
On Tuesday, March 6th, at
the agency must not only be
connected to the community,
6:30 p.m., member~ of the
community will have the opbut it must also accept feedportunity to meet Mrs.
back from the residents on
Lorita Shirley, EX~cutive
how to remove obstacles for
improved performance. ·
Director of Eckerd Youth Alternatives (EYA). EYA was
In addition to working
awarded the contract after
within the corirmunity, .Mrs.
nine children died and HKI
Shirley wants to connect
(Hillsborough Kids Inc.,) was
with the churches as well. ·
stripped of it. The meeting _ "We believe in God and rewill take place at the College
spect for all. I want to reach
Hill Church ofGod In Christ,
out to the churches. It's time
6414 N. 30th Str~et.
for them to step up. I'm also
This is the first of several
looking for sororities and fraplanned · community~based
ternities who are looking for
Child Welfare and Foster
something to wrap your arms
.Care Community Forums.
around. We need mentors
Beginning.on July 1st, Mrs.
and places that will offer temShirley and her staff at Eckporary care for the children.
erd Youth Alternatives,· will
"I have a vision that every
replace Hillsborough Kids
child should have the opporInc.
tunity to succeed. 1-want to
"Our goal is to align the
know about what is going on.
community forums with the
· I want to know if people are
high removal areas. I want to
not being given the services
talk to the people and allow
they need to care for the chilthem to tell me their condren and any other problems
cerns. My goal is to make
they may encounter. I need to
folks aware of the services
hear from you," she said.
available," Mrs. Shirley
Elder Charl~s Davis,
said.
senior
pastor of College Hill
"We are committed to the
Church of God in Christ said,
children. Our kids are pulled
"We
are not only pleased, but ,
from their homes, placed in
honorec,l,
to co-host the first
the system., raised in foster
of
many
Community
Forums
homes and don't connect
that
Eckerd
is
planning
over
with relatives or the commuthe next several months."
nity. If we don't deal with the
Under the guidance of
problem now, then just put
Elder
Davis, College Hill ·
your hands in the air when
Church
of God in Christ has a
they come back to rob you as
long history of supporting initeenagers. This is our probtiatives that strengthen and
lem to solve, these are our
suppqrt famijies Hillsborkids, and I want to hear from
ough families.
the members of the commuFor inore information;
nity."
contact Ms. April Putzulu
Mrs. Shirley further
stated that the first meetings · at (727) 461-1236 :X. 3331 or
visit www.eckerd.org/hillsare going to take place in the
borough.
·
zip codes with the highest
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HOPE Center Celebrates 2nd Anniversarv
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The HOPE Center at Lake Ave. and 29th St. held its 2nd
Anniversary celebration recently. The Center hosts a variety
of community programs: (Photos by BRUNSON)
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Midqleton High School
principal, ·owen Young was
also at the celebration.

Jackie Hearns, Rev. Willie Dixon, Candy Lowe and Teresa
Morning attended the celebration.

Davita Downey and D. Wells were runong those who received
awards.
-

('

Among those ·who attended the 2nd Anniversary celebration of the HOPE Center were from
left: Denese Meteye Jrunes, Robert Cole; Sr., Renee Brown, Frank Schwartz, and Tonya Lewis.
Keith and Girline Grey at the HOPE Center celebration.

WHAT IF

your_ child-could receive
a K-12 scholarship?
218,000 scholarships have already been awarded.

DO I QUALIFY FOR A 2012-13 SCBOLARSBIP?
1. A child entering kindergarten must be 5 by
September 1st.
_2. A child entering 1st grade must be 6 by
September 1st.
3. A child entering grades 2-12 must have attended
a Florida public school for the 2011-12 school year. •

Does your family qualify for the free or
reduced lunch program? If so, you may
qualify for this program too. ·
Is your household income• at or below these levels?

•Please check our site for the most current requirements.

Teachers at the center are Austin Phillips and Jacob Bentley.

Step Up For Students is a nonprofit organization
that awards scholarships based on income. not
academic performance, that families don't have
to repay.
Step Up For Students provides K-12
.scholarships that allow families to consider
school options they may not have been able to
afford. Students who qualify may receive more
than $4,000 for private school tuition OR $500
to help cover transportation to a public school
in another county.

# of people in household
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Total Gross Monthly Household Income••
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•Z012-13lncome guidelines

••add $617 for •6fh additional 11111J11b8t:

Students do better in schools
that fit their learning styles.

For more information please visit StepUpForStudents.org/family
OR call877-735-7837 OR Text: new to 28766 to be added to our mobile
list to receive additional information•.

.

'"Msg and data rates may apply. Receive up to one message/week.
Text 'help' for help, text 'stop' to cancel. T&C Ia www.mztxt.com/terms

Tia Downey, Shannon Downey and Shane Downey at the celebration.
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GET READY!
1. Visit StepUpForStudents.org/family to learn about the scholarship program & participating scho9ls.
2. Gather documents: income information, household size & Florida public school report cards.
3. Starting in March, apply & send in all documents.
Scholarships are first-come, first served.

If you know other families who could
benefit from this scholarship program,
please share this information with them.
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College Student
.Seeking Suppon From
Communitv To Fulfill
lifelong Dream

Middleton High School Robotics
Tea·mWins State ·ChampionshiP

BY GWEN HAYES
Sentinel Edit o r

A third-year student at the
Uni ve rs it y of Flo r id a i s
seeking support from his
hom etown famii y to help
him fulfill his lifelong
dream.
LaVaughn King would
like the opportunity to study
abroad, Paris specifically, in
the summer, May 19 to June
29, 2012 during its UF Hip
Hop Culture in Paris
LAVAUGHN KING
...And fellow Gator,
Program. "It has been a
Shayla C~ Davis
dream of mine since I was 6
years old," he said via teleprepared for the music.
phone.
"Music is used to convey
The son of Ms. Shannon
the
struggle and search for
(Mona)
Jamison, .
love.
Now, everyone in the
LaVaughn said his mom
industry
is trying to 'ball so
always told him "that educahard.'
I
recently
established
tion is the key to success
AO
Lovers,
a
musical
m;gaand with that key I could
nization
devoted
to
embracunlock any dream," he says.
ing all walks of life, enlightThe Tampa Bay Tech graduening human beings about
ate is currently pursuing
endless
possibilities and
dual degrees in Marketing
empowering
the youth to
and Information Systems
work
harder
and become
Technology. He currently
more
innovative
than any
holds a 3-59 GPA
generation
that
has
come
During this trip,
before
us,
·
while
spreading
LaVaughn will have the
the love of our Father.
opportunity to earn 8 ·cred"I wish to spread the love
its, attend 3 hip hop confrom
the Projects to Paris. I
certs, visit hip hop stores
pray
that
I'm able to unlock
and museum among other
the
dream
that I have duractivities.
ing
UF
Hip
Hop in Paris,"
To get started, LaVaughn
he said.
needs $250 to be paid by
Donations can be sent to
March 1, 2012. The total
LaVaughn
at : LaVaughn
cost of the pro gram is
King
2611B,
4640
SW 18th
$ 5,785 .00 , but do e s not
Pl
ace,
Ga
in
esvill
e, FL
include the round-t rip air32607.
For
additional
infor- .
fare, some meals and addimation
on
him
or
the
protional travel expenses.
gram
email
vaug
h
nk · · Becau se of it s t heme,
ingh24@gmail.com.
LaVaug hn is morethan
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Members of the MaSquerade Robotics Team at Middletm:i High School are kneeling from left
to right: Adam Ward, Jason Howard (Terun Captain holding trophy), D'Angelo JeanMarie,
Lauren Slack, and Tyler Keene. Team members standing from left to right: Jonathan Moore,
Brian Neuman, Cory Kinney, and Nicholas Jimenez.

· BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor

Middleton High School's
robotics team recently won
the Florida state championship. The win took place
during a competition at
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
UniversitY last Saturday.
The next step for the
Robotics team is the international competition planned
for April.. The Masquerades
will travel to St. Louis,
Missouri for that competition.
Ms. Kathy Freriks ,
Lead Teacher for the Magnet
Programs at Middleton High
School said the students are

District Schools Win Awards
In National
Competition
.
.
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Prevention & Educati
Extractions
Crowns & Bridges
Dentures
Partials
Root Canal Therapy
Repair & Relines
*Gold Crown (Real)

Available

*Patient Re

"Motivate Award.''
now holding fundraisers,
Team Minotaur, also
such as car washes.
from Middleton, won the
Individuals or corporations
can also sponsor the stuevent's "Innovate Award."
With Minotaur's impressive
dents . The trip will take
place April 24 through April · showing, Middleton came
28.
within two points of sending
"The fundraising efforts
two teams to the World
are underway as Middleton
Robotics Championships.
The robotics competition
needs to send 9 team memis for high school students
bers by air to St. LOuis, plus
coaches and a school reprewho want. to develop their
sentative. They will stay 4 - skills in science, technology,
engineering, and math.
nights and the estimated
Student build roqots ·to percost to finance this event is
$14,000."
form challenging maneuvers,
In addition to winning
such as stacking crates,
the first Tech Chalienge's
rolling a bowling bail into a
goal, and negotiating around
Florida
Championship
a field filled with obstacles Tournament, the team also
capture d
the judges ' . all during timed matches.

.

They involved the entire
Students from two
certain homeless students
Hillsborough County schools
school in creating a display in
classified as "unaccompanied
recently won two of three
the shape of a flag, made up
youth" the right to ~ petition
national awards. The schools
of individual markers bearing · the court for emancipation.
participated in the "Making
the names of each 9/11 vicThe students and their
An Impact" Awards compe ~ ' tim . . RAYS is an elective
sponsor, Tony Pirotta, protitian. The competition was
course initiated by the
posed the bill, helped write it,
sponsored by Kids Voting
school's service learning
and have lo~bied legislators
coordinator, Kristy Verdi,
USA
for their support.
The students from Randall
as a service club in 2007.
House Bill1351 unanimousRAYS members have parMiddle School
who comly passed the Florida House
peted are : Madison
ticipated in a number of ser- of Representatives. It is on
Dowdy, Hunter Harvey,
vice projects since then.
the calendar for consideraElizabeth Hoepner, and
Tiara Brooks, Jessica
tion by the full Florida Senate
Alisa Reneau. They won
Ireland, Tori Wilson ,
on Monday, Feb. 27.
Michael Himes and
the 6th through gth grade
The winners and sponsors
Stephanie Walker repre"Making An Impact "
.are receiving an all-expenses
sented Armwood High
Award.
paid trip to Washington D.C.,
School and won the 9th
The Randall students won
where they will be headlining
for the Randall Area Youth
the Engaging Today's Youth
through 12th grade award.
Service Council (RAYS) 2011
for Tomorrow's Civic
Th e Armwood students
Leadership symposium on
project on the 10th anniver- , were selected for their Ought
March 29.
·to Be a Law proposal to allow
sary of 9/11.
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van Buren Middle School Has Black Historv Program
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Van Buren Middle School held its Black History program
earlier in the month. Resource Teacher Ross Anderson was
the coordinator. Program participants included several from
the community. (Photos by BRUNSON)
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Johanna Coachman was
the first place winner in the
Black History Essay Contest.

Richard Bradley, left, accepted an award from the Student
Council for his longtime service; and Harold Adams, Sentinel
Circulation Manager, accepted the award for the Sentinel.

Antonio Hendricks, 6th grader, received a bicycle for have
"Perfect Attendance."

l
t
Bles'd Productions, whose students represent Hillsborough and Tampa Bay Tech High Schools,
Young, Sligh, Rampello, Jem-iings and Villa Madonna Schools, presented "African Americans
Keep On Steppin'." The production troupe is sponsored by Dr. Phyllis Tucker-Wicks and Dr.
Philetha Tucker-Johnson.
·
Little Tatum Lane recited a poem, "My People," by Langston
Hughes. His mother, Jasmine Lane was there to support him.

Also on the program were the Soul Steppers. Their coordinator is Coach Sandra Walker. The ~
steppers are: front row, Miracle Yates, Morteria Walker and Fonita Brown. Second row, Arnicia C)
Jackson, Anndrea Caston, Jasmine Neal, Lauryn Thompson and Alexia Thompson. On the third m
.....
row are Nakya Ellison and Mary Neal (coach).
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Local Entertainment
N~~~~~~~~~~~~~--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------~ AZ1 Promotions Holds First Awards Show
Pani ·tabelle
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Last month, Azl Promotions hosted its first Awards Show at the Crowbar in Ybor City. The Awards

:::l · presented included: "Best New Artist," "Photographer," "Producer," "R&B" and Model.
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m J'Nelle, Jasmine Rhey, K.E.N. The Rapper, and RedStryke gave live performances. (Phow tographs by Toby Scott).
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In Concert

Concert artist Patti LaBelle was in the Bay Area a few days ago in
concert at Ruth Eckerd Hall in St. Petersburg. (Photos by Julia Jack. son)
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Another mother and daughter at the LaBelle Concert - Kya
Miles and Ahmi Stewart.
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Chae Monet, awards show host, Slick WorCJ thington, Brandy and Jason, of AZ1 prepared for a
~ successful show.
W

Singer J'Nelle Richardson posed with her
mother, Mrs. Francesca Richardson. Ms. Richardson performed during the show and promoted her
newalhum.

James Tarver at Ruth Ecl<erd Hall.
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Octavia Spencer Wins Best
Supporting Actress oscar ··

Octavia ·Spencer accepts the-Best Supporting Actress Award for
'The Help' onstage during the 84th Annual
Academy Awards •

LOS ANGELES -- Octavia Spencer won the supporting-actress ·Academy
Award on Sunday for "The
Help,"
completing
an
awards-season blitz that took
her from Hollywood bit
player to star.
Spencer's Oscar triumph
came for her role as a headstrong black maid whose
willful ways continually land
her in trouble with white employers in 1960s Mississippi.

Diddv Wins Oscar For 'Undefeated'

Sean 'Diddy' Combs
arrives before the 84th.
Academy Awards.
Diddy can now add being
an Oscar winner to his list of
accomplishments, taking
home a gold -statue Sunday
night for producing the foot..:
ball documentary Undefeated. After fu¢ award was
announced, ·he rapper and
mogul tweeted "God is the

greatest!!!! Thank you! #uridefeated!!!!"
Taking home best documentarywasthefilm "Undefeated," executive produced
by Diddy, about a high
school football team from
Memphis, Tennessee that
undergoes the struggles· of
life in a rough Memphis area.
The film marks the first
time an Mrican American director has won an Academy
Award.
Overcome with excitement director T.J. Martin
accepted the award accidentally dropping the word,
"f**king" in his acceptance
speech, a feat that was not a
· first for Academy Award
show speeches.

Tvra .Banks Gets Degree From
Harvard Business S_
chool

lyra poses with her
-Diploma.
Supermodel Tyra Banks

has finally gotten her business degree from the Harvard Business School.
The former Victoria's Secret Angel is now the recipient of an Ivy League degree
at the age of 38.
Banks, who had originally given up college for
modeling, said tharshe owed
it to herself to finish school.
Banks posted a picture on
Twitter, taken by her mother,
of · her. posing With he
diploma.

Funeral Home: we Didn't Leak
Whitnev Houston Casket Photo
The owner of the funeral
home that-handled Whitney
Houston's funeral is vehemently denying that her staff
was responsible for the National Enquirer's photograph
of the singer in her casket.
''I'm going to answer you \
as the publicist fold: :m,e.'to
answer you: · We haye no
comment. But it was not the .·
funeral home," ·. Carolyn .

Whigham said. "Whitney
was a personal friend to me
and my family. We would not ·
do that."
She also told the newspaper, "I am very angry, very
. upset, just like the family,
just like the fans."
· · She also sai·d that Hous. ton'.s family would release a
· statement to · the media
shortly.

Jim Jones Maced

Rav JClaims He And Kim Kardashian c
And Arrested After · Had Sex While She was Married ~
Casino ·Brawl
In a new tell-all book, rem
::u

JIM JONES
Harlem rapper Jim
Jones was arrested after a
brawl at the MGM Grand at
Foxwoods Casino in Connecticut. It took five cops, security and mace to _subdue
the "We Fly High'' rapper.
The fight inside the casino
occurred after a party that .
was hosted by Sean
"Diddy" Combs. Apparently some dude came up to
Jim Jones and started talkingrecklessly. Jones tried to
ignore the allegedly inebriated loudmouth until he was
swung on and hit in theface.
Jones fought back, the
drunk guy's friends jumped
in, then Jim Jones' entourage jumped in; and fades
began to be distributed.
Jones was arrested and has
been released on bond.

ality star Ray J is revealing
new details about his infamous relationship with Kim
Kardashian.
In Death of Cheating
Man, Ray J claims that he
and K.ardashian (who he notso-covertly calls 'KK') began
a sexual relationship while
Kardashian was involved
with her first husband.
First her sex tape with the
singer leaked, and now he's
cashing in on their former
relationship with a tell-all
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book -- hinting that she
cheated on her first husband, .
Damon Thomas, with
hiin.
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'Act 01 Valor'

Storms Box ODice
On Oscar weekend, the
real-life action stars of "Act of
Valor" bested · Hollywood's
pretend heroes.
The Relativity Media action flick, starring real, active-duty U.S. Nav)r SEALs,
topped the weekend box office, earn1ng $24.7 million ·
according to studio estimates
Sunday.
Lionsgate's "Tyler Perry's
Good Deeds," more dramatic offering for the consis- ·
Perry,
. tently
popular
opened with a healthy $16
million. Its audience was resoundingly female (76%) and
may lui.ve been slightly diminished by the appeal of
Denzel Washington in the
thriller "Safe House." That
earned $11.4 million, bringing its cumulative total to
$98.1 million.
1. "Act of Valor," $24.7
million.
2. "Tyler Perry's Good
Deeds," $16 million.
3. "Journey 2: The Mysterious Island," $13.5 million.
4· "Safe House," $11.4 mil_lion.
5; "The Vow," $1() million.
6. "Ghost Rider: Spirit of
Vengeance," $8.8 million.
7. "This Means War," $8.5
million.
8. "Wanderlust," .$6.6 mil.:.
lion.
9· "Gone," $5 million.
10. "The Secret World of
Arrietty," $4.5 million. .
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MIXTAPE RELEASE PARrY

MARCH 2ND, 2012 0 PALLADIUM
LADIES GET IN FREE
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Bucs Coach Schiano
·wants QB Freeman To
Hit 'Reset Bunon'

Josh Freeman threw more
interceptions (22) than
touchdowns (16) last seasoa
after a solid 2010 campaign.

~
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INDIANAPOLIS
Tampa Bay Buccaneers
coach Greg Schiano has a
plan to correct, the slide that
quarterback
Josh
Freeman suffered last season. that sounds like some-

thing out of a science fiction
movie.
Instead of trying to fix the
flaws that led to a dramatic
increase in interceptions and
decrease in touchdown passes, Schiano hopes to wash
Freeman's memory clean
and start from scratch.
Freeman had a- very
tough go it if last year. After
throwing 25 touchdown
passes and only six interceptions in 2010, he threw i6
touchdown passes and 22
interceptions in 2011.
Many of the interceptions
were
byproducts
of
Freeman's belief he could
squeeze balls into windows
he really couldn't, so the
mind-eraser approach might
not be a bad way to go.

a:

Dwight Howard
HostsNBA
All-Star Panv

FABOLOUS, DWIGHT
HOWARD And
DARRYL "DMC"
MCDANIELS

NBA All-Star · center
Dwight Howard of the
· Orlando Magic played host
last weekend. Footaction
and adidas hosted a V.I.P.
party at NBA All-Star
Weekend that featured performances from B.o.B,
Darryl
"DMC"
McDaniels, Fabolous
and Young Jeezy.
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Kobe Brvant, West Hold On
:To Win NBA All-Star Game
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Dol·Charges·
Dropped Against
Hines ward

ORLANDO, Fla. - Kobe Bryant got the scoring record,
Kevin Durant the MVP, and the West got the win- barely.
Even after that duo piled up the points, the NBA All-Star
game came down to a defensive phiy.
A bloodied Bryant scored 27 points, moving past Michael
Jordan as the career scoring leader in the game, Durant had
36 in an MVP performance, and Blake Griffin's interception
of LeBron James' pass secured the Western Conference's
152-149 win over the East on Sunday night.
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Tampa Bay Tech Football Team thanks local community
supporters, D&B Barbershop, Olin Mott Tires, Brocato's
Sandwich Shop, TBT Administration and Coaching Staff,
Publix Groceries and neighboring BMW of Sarasota for their
sponsorships of the February 18, 2012 Inaugural Golf Classic.

oo:t

"It was a huge success," according to Fran Tate, Golf Classic
coordinator. Plans for next year's Golf Classic fundraiser are
already underway and we look forward to an increasing
number of local business supporters. Contact 813-675-7532 or
medicfamOO@gmall.com.

DECATUR,
Ga.
Prosecutors have dropped
DUI · c]1arges against
Pittsburgh Steelers receiver
a nd Dancing With the Stars
winner, Hines Ward.
DeKalb
County
Prosecutor Sonja N.
Brown said Wednesday
that Ward pleaded guilty
to reckless driving and was
given a year on probation.
She says. he also was fined
$2,ooo and must do So
hours of community service. He also must undergo
alcohol evaluation.
The 35-year-old Super
Bowl XL MVP was arrested
last year after he failed to
maintain his lane and hit a
curb. He failed several field
sobriety tests and was
booked into the DeKalb
County jail and later
released on bond.
Ward used to be a primary receiving target, but
last season wasn't used as
much . He has. two years
remaining on his deal and
has said he's .willing to
restructure it to finish his
career with Pittsburgh.

Hoben Griftin 111 Stands
Tall At NFL Combine

INDIANAPOLIS -NFL
scouts can dismiss the
rumors of the incredibly
shrinking Reisman Trophy
winner.
Baylor
quarterback
Robert Griffin III measured in at 6-foot-2 3/8 and
223 pounds at the NFL's
annual scouting combine.
The biggest concern about
Griffin's pro future was
whether he would come in at
less than 6-1. So Griffin had
some fun with it.
He mentioned his height
three times while speaking
with reporters, bringing it up
again when asked about com-·
parisons between himself and
Cam: Newton. Griffin
acknowledged Newton was
bigger, citing his height and
weight, before·mentioning his

Robert Griffrn. III, of
Baylor University, holds the
Reisman Trophy award
after being named the winner.

own measurements.
Griffin says he ·was listed
at 6-4 and 200 pounds in
high school and has been
accused of shrinking and
gaining weight since then.

Allen·lverson Is
Reponedlv Bro.ke Allen Iverson is reportedly broke. Although he is
well known for his niCkname
"The Answer", after playing
more than 14 seasons in the
NBA, he doesn't seem to have
an adequate explanation for
his ongoing financial woes.
The -reports of Iverson ~ s
troubles may strike fans as _
odd, especially since lyerson
ALLEN IVERSON
earned more than $154 million jn salary during his NBA
career - reaching $20 milhas bills-to pay. ' Iverson
lion in 2008-q9 alon·e.
recently played on squads in
Additionally, he had a $so
Turkey and in Puerto Rico.
million endorsement contract
Additionally, a Georgia judge
with Reebok.
recently garnished Iverson's ·
Though Iverson has not
salary in order to pay his
officially deClared bankrupt- · nearly $900,000 in jewelry
cy, his attempts at a basketbills from Ayd'in and
ball comeback suggest that he
Company Jewelers.

Michael Jordan Sues
Chinese.Sponswear
Chain Using His Name ·
my children," Jordan said.
A Chinese sports company
finds themselves in hot water
"This complaint is not about
after using the namesake of - money. It's about principle
one of the most recognized
and protecting my name."
athletes in the world. Retired
Jordan further said that
NBA legend, and cprrent-.
any damages won would be
Charlotte Bobcats boss,
directly reinvested in promotMichael Jordan has caught
ing basketball iQ China. His
wind that the ·Qiaodan
Airness faces an uphill battle,
(cheow-DEN)
Spor-ts
so · says the Wall Street
Company has been using
Journal. The WSJ grabbed a
Jordan's trademark number
quote from attorney Dan
23 and jerseys bearing his
Harris, who said, "Chinese
name in Chinese for years.
judges are not looking to shut
In a statement, Jordan
a business down ·and lay off
put the sportswear chain on
thousands of workers. "
notice after filing a lawsuit on
Harris said Jordan could
Tuesday.
possibly manage a settlement
"It is deeply disappointing
with the company to allow
to see a company build a
Qiaodan to use his_name by
business off my Chinese .
way of a licensing fee.
According to Jordan's attorname without my permission,
neys, the Hall of Farner may
use the number 23 and even
attempt to use the names of
be open to· such a deal.
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Sports

Reggie Miller Leads
Hall 01 Fame Finalists

REGGIE MILLER

The 2012 Naismith
Basketball Hall of Fame candidates were announced
Friday at an event during
All-Star Weekend. The candidates are as follows:
Reggie MilleT: Last
year's big exclusion. Miller
held the record for all-time
made three-pointers until
Ray Allen broke it last season.
Mo Cheeks: Played
eleven years for the Sixers
and is currently an assistant
with the Oklahoma City
Thunder after head coaching
stints in Portland and
Philadelphia. Another logical
nominee.

Bernard King : Fourtime All-Star, four-time AllNBA, finished s e cond in
MVP voting in 1984.
Bill Fitch : Two-tim e
NBA Coach ofthe Year, NBA
Champion with th e Boston
Celtics in 1981. 25 years of
coaching in the NBA.
Dick Motta: NBA
Champion in 1971 with over
1,000 victories at various
levels of play.
Don Nelson: Nelson has
the most wins of any coach
in NBA history.
Hank Nichols: Longtime official and "rule architect."
Jamaal Wikes: Fourtime NBA champion, threetime All-Star, two-time AllDefensive team .(second
team).
Ralph Sampson: Threetime Naismith Award and
National College Player of
the Year Award winner.
Katrina McClain: Twotime Olympic gold medalist .
and three-time FIBA gold
medalist.
All-American Red Heads:
The female version of the
Globetrotters, basically.

HowTheNBA
Has Embraced
President.Obama

Duerson's
FamiiV Sues NFL
Over His Suicide
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DAVE DUERSON

CHICAGO - The family of
former Chicago __Bears player, Dave Duerson filed a
wrongful death suit against
the NFL on Thursday, claiming the league didn't do
enough to prevent or treat
the concussions that s~vere
ly damaged his brain before
he killed himself last year.
The suit was filed in
Chicago on behalf of
Duerson's son, Tregg, and
three , other children.
Duerson died on Feb. 17,
2011, of a self-inflicted gunshot wound to the chest at
his home in Sunny. Isles
Beach, Fla.
Duerson's family wants
to know more about the
NFL's handling of concus- .
sions during his career,
according to his son.

Flovd Mavweather
And Spike lee senle
Differences Over
Jeremv lin Tweet
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Since you ~njoyed seeing the new face of CoCo
Friday, we decided to return her as this week's
Beauty Unlimited feature. The high-energy young
lady believes everyone should always_be positive, and anything you do in life comes back to
you. CoCo enjoys relaxing and listening to Jay-Z,
Fabulous, Nicki Minaj, Trick Daddy, and Marshall
Montano. Her hobbies are rapping,_dancing,
modeling and shopping, and one day she said
she'll not only be bigger than Nicki Minaj, but she
will be a business owner and introduce her own
·clothing line. The man who can get CoCo's attention must be confident, driven, successful, handsome and athletically built~ Congratulations to
CoCo as this week's Beauty Unlimited feature.
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FLOYD MAYWEATHER
And SPIKE LEE

Chicago Bulls' guard Derrick Rose speaks to supporters of
President Barack Obama during a campaign fundraiser at
Navy Pier April14, 2011 in Chicago, Illinois.

Pres. Barack Obama is
collecting major fundraising
support from a small, influential g'roup never truly
tapped before by a presidential candidate: the National
Basketball Association.
The Obama fundraiser
held Thursday night at the
Orlando home of the Dallas
Mavericks Vince Carter was
only the latest example of the
strong backing the president
is getting from former and
current NBA players.
Chicago Bulls star and
league MVP Derrick Rose
spoke at one of the events
kicking off Obama's reelection campaign last spring.
Former New York Knicks star
Alan Houston also hosted a
fund raiser.

A long list of players that
inCluded Kevin Durant
(Oklahoma City), Chris
Paul (Los Angeles Clippers)
and Carmelo Anthony
(New York) committed to
play in an "Obama Classic"
exhibition
game
last
December that would serve as
a campaign fundraiser. It was
postponed amid the lockout ,
but still supposed to happen
this summer. Obama sup- .
porters will pay $200 for the
lowest-priced seats, $5,000
to sit courtside.
The embrace by the players
is not surprising; Pres.
Obama is an avowed hoops
fan and. perhaps the 'most
NBA-versed president in history.

Floyd Mayweather Jr.
and Spike Lee made peace
in Miami after a racially
insensitive
tweet
by
Mayweather about New
York Knicks guard Jeremy
Lin sparked an online rift
between the two.
Lee and Mayweather
were both present at
American irlines Arena during Thursday's Miami Heat
victory over the New York
Knicks. According to a tweet
from Lee, the two settled
their differences.
. Mayweather caused a
stir online earlier this month ·
when he tweeted, "Jeremy
Lin is a good player, but all
the hype is because he's
Asian ... Black players do
what he does every night
and don't get the same
praise."
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Contact 866-989-5345 or www.eastofovertown.com to
ORDER your DVD now! Special orciers 863-214-7774
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IN MEMORIAM

First woman To Plav
At Rogers Park Goll
Course Dies
BY IRIS B. HOLTON
Sentinel City Editor
The first woman to play golf
in Tampa during the segrega- ·
tion era died. Mrs. Gwen-

dolyn

MS. BRENDA
MCCLOUD
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Ms. Brenda McCloud of St.
Petersburg, FL, passed away
Tuesday, F~bruary 21, 2012.
Funeral services will be
conducted Saturday, March 3,
2012, at .11 a. m. at Ray
Williams Memorial Chapel,
301 North Howard Avenue, ·
with Pastor J oemack Jenkins,
officiating.
Ms. Brenda McCloud was a
native of Florida and a resident of Tampa for so+ years
before moving to St. Petersburg, FL. She was a member
of Antioch House of Prayer.
Ms. McCloud was a homemaker who was loved by
many for having a kind heart
and for her willingness to
help others.
She was preceded in death
by: her father, Robert Brown,
Jr.; sisters, Karen Dixon and
Kathy Huggins; and brother,
Dallas Brown.
She leaves to cherish her
memory: her mother, Mary A.
Brown; three children, Raequel Williams (Eric), Kenneth
Crumby, and Andrea Young
(Jerrell); 9 granddaughters,
Shantika, Niyonna, LaShawn- ·
tis, Keyanna, Kiara,-Brianna,
Natasha, Patience and Promise; and a host of nieces,
nephews, cousins, other relatives, and friends.
The remains will repose
from 5-7 p. m., Wednesday,
February 29, 2012, at Ray
Williams Funeral Home, 301
North Howard Avenue.
. Arrangements entrusted to
RAY WILLIAMS FUNERAL
HOME, Rhodes & Northern,
Owners. www.raywilliamsfuneralhome.com.

MILTON EDWARD STUBBINS, JR.
Omega: 2-28-11
It's been 1 year since God called you home to rest. We miss you
dearly, you're in our hearts. ·
Love, Eunice James, Minnie Williams, Rhonda Jolinson and children, and family.

TO MY FRIEND,MY
SISTER, MY BOO

IN
MEMORIAM

ORA LEE
HELEN JAMES
JONES
Helen, I am going to ,miss
you so very much.
· I thank the Lord for letting
me be in your life. It just hurts
so bad Helen, I just can't hold
back the tears, this is really a
hard _month for me, but you are
in a better place.
Love you for life, your sister
in Christ, Linda Saffold Freeman.

Dear Ora Lee, you were always there for me no matter
what. The best friend only God
could give and only Jesus could
take home.
Sadly missed by Linda Freeman and your loving husband,
Cecil.

IN
MEMORIAM
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"Honey" Tucker,

who was 90, passed on Monday._
Mrs. Tucker moved to
Tampa as a youngster and attended the public schools of
Hillsborough County. She
graduated from Middleton
High School in 1936.
MRS. GWENDOLYN
"HONEY'' TUCKER
Mrs. Tucker married
Feb. 13, 1918 to
James Tucker and they beFeb.20,2012
came the parents of
daugh:to speak in public.
ters.
Mrs. Tucker was a memHer daughter, Mrs. Arber of New Salem Missionary
letha Davis said Mrs.
Baptist Church for several ·
Tucker became involved in
years. She later moved her
golf during the construction of
membership to First Baptist
the Rogers Park Golf Course in
Church of West Tampa; her
the late 1940s and early 1950s.
daughter
said.
''The professional golfers ·
Funeral services for Mrs.
who visited Rogers Park would
Tucker will be held on Saturteach and that is how she
day, March 3. Ray Williams
learned the game. She would
Funeral Home is in charge of
partner wit4 my husband, the
handling arrangements.
late Equilla Davis, and they
would be others teams," Mrs.
Davis said.
Mrs. Tucker became the
AliENS FUNERAl HOME
first African American woman
to play at Rogers Park Golf
Mr. Derrick Bernard Gi-ady,
Course. She continued to play · Jr., Tampa. ' . .
for several - years until her' - '· Mrs. · Evelyn Marie Wilson,
.
Tampa;
h ealth failed, her daughter
Mr. Jose Rangel, Tampa.
said.
Mr. Eddie Charles Brown,
Tampa.
._,r
Fellow golfer Rufus Lewis
said, "She was very good and
would beat the men .. None Of
GUDU FUNERAl lOME .
the women wanted .to play
Mrs. Sherry McFarland,
her." ,
Tampa.
In addition to playing golf,
Mrs. Martha Goff, Tampa.
Mrs. Tucker was active in the
community. She often narrated
JICDDN FUNERAl lOME
fashion shows and organized
the Golden Angels Club, a soJosephyne C. Lucius, Tampa.
George Mathews, Tampa.·
cial organization involving
women in the church.
Mrs. Davis said her
•WILSON FUNERAl HOME
mother also worked with
Ms. ·Evelyn Jackson Farringteenagers teaching thein how
to~, Tampa.

two

_TO MY SISTER,
liNDA ROBINSON

.BURIAL

INSURANCE

DOROTHY F. KNIGHT
5/12/41- 2/27/04

On behalf of the family of
L. Presley, we extend to .
of you our heartfelt gratifor your love, prayers and
1su1pport during the passing of
IJn:<:uJu" loved one.
<0
,...
thanks to the Foster
family. May God
each of you.
The family.

LINDA WHITE
(ROBINSON)
Sis, I miss you so much, I
think of all the times we shared
and the love you showed to
everyone you met.
.
Missing you, Nick, Tony and
Linda ·saffold Freeman,
Auntie, we love you, Nick
and Tony.

It's been 8 years now since
God called you home.
We all still miss you, Joe
Knight, Sr., Greg, Joe, Jr., and
Darryl.

W~..,.....

FUNERAL HOME

"Our Business Is Service"
3000 N. 29th • Tampa, FL 33605
(800) 605-3350 • (813) 248-6125
www.wilson-funeralhome.com

Funerals Cost between

$7,000 and $10,000
Protect Yourself Today.
Call Now For You·r F_RSE
In Home Quote.
Plans Starting At Only
$20.00 Per Month
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Pres. Obama Urges Governors Follls Nation Black Man Convicted Of
To Boost Educauon Funding N:::::i.~d:.!e
Mailing Noose To ~
p:~~:~:~~ck r~ama
Feds In Broolllvn
Interracial Couple ~

Monday urged the nation's
governors to invest more state _
A
reP o r t e d
resources in education, saying
a highly skilled workforce is
Folks Nation gang
crucial for the U.S. to remain
leader that
competitive with other countries.
was wanted
Pres. Obama made his
for his role
in a series
·
pitch at a White House meeting
LARRY
with governors in Washington
PRESIDENT
of ganghits
HOOVER
BARACK OBAMA
was
aras part of the annual winter
- meeting of the National Goverrested in
nors Association. The presi- where to invest. Budgets are his girlfriend's basement in
dent
and- First _Lady .about choices."
Brooklyn where he was hiding
Michelle Obama hosted a
Pres. Obama asked gover- · out.
Devon _Rodney allegedly
black tie dinner with the gover- nors to hire more teachers and
nors Sunday night.
to restore funding to public col- ordered members of the Folks
Pres. Obama said at Man- -leges and universities. He also Nation to carry out hits on rival
day's session that he sympa- reaffirmed his view that deci- gangs and robberies spanning
thized with governors whose sions about education should four states.
state ·budgets have been badly be left to states and not the fed- . Rodney's gang has also
been tied to a spat of crime
squeezed during the economic eral government.
"i believe education is an sprees that plagued the
downturn. But he said that was
no reason to trim resources issue that is best addressed at -Houses Ebbets Field in
the state level," the president Brooklyn, with seven members
from schools.
"The fact is that too many said, "and governors are in the of the group charged with murstates are making cuts in edu- best position to have the der, robbery and a list of other
offenses. Prosecutors say Rodcation that I think are simply biggest impact."
too big," Pres~ Obama said.
Pres. Obama said other ney had been trying to dis"Nothing more clearly signals countries have been "doubling cover if any of his FolkS Nation
what you value as a state than down" oil education funding gang members were working
the decisions you make about while the u.s. has cut back.
with the authorities ahead of
his arrest.

Nelson-Mandela Hospitalized _
Missing Teen Found
-· With Stomach Ailment
Hours After Being
JOHANNESBURG - Former South African President
Nelson Maridela was hospitalized Saturday for a test _to
determine what is behind an
undisclosed stomach ailment,
and the country's current
leader said the much beloved
93_-year-old icon was in no
danger.
Mandela, a Nobel - peace
laureate who spent 27 years in
prison for .fighting racist white
rule, has officially retired and
- last appeared in public in July
2010. He became South
Africa's first black president in
1994 an~ served one five:.year
term.
Mandela "has had a long'-

Featured On
1he-VieW'
NEW
YORK- A

Former South African
President Nelson Mandela

standing abdominal complaint
and doctors feel it needs proper
specialist medical attention,"
President Jacob Zuma said in
a statement Saturday morning,
asking that Mandela's privacy
be respected.

Bill Maher Gives $1 Million_To
Obama-Supportinu Super Pac
WASHINGTON
Stephen ·Colbert may not
support the idea of super
PACs, but fellow political
satirist Billl\faher is buying
into the system - literally.
During a performance of his
comedy special "CrazyStupidPolitics" - Thursday night,
Maher announced a gift of $1
million to Priorities USA Action, an Obama-supporting
super PAC While he mocked
the group's clunky name, saying it was "named by Borat,"
his publicist said that Maher
was deadly serious about the

BILL MAHER

donation and believed a second term for Pres. Obama
was "worth a million dollars."

teenage girl
was
re- united with
her family
hours after
her story
MISHELL
was aired
on
The
GREEN
View.
Sixteen-year-old Mishell
Green had being missing for
more than five months after
failing to show up at an after
school program in New York:
Her case was taken up by the
Black and Missing Foundation, or BAMFI, an organization that'
focuses on missing AfricanAmericans.
BAMFI's president and
CEO, Derrica Wilson, appeared on The View February
24th along with Green's stepfather, Champell Dash, her
biological father, Derrick, and
her mother Janell Johnson
Dash, where they were interviewed by co-hosts Whoopi
Goldberg and Elizabeth
Hasselbeck. The interview
was part of a series of segments
on missing black children.
Within 16 minutes of the
segment, a viewer who recognized Green from her profile
called BAMFI to report her
whereabouts, according to the
organization.

$1'

Earlier this month, it was
revealed that interracial marriages have reached an alltime high, but some people
still take issue with the notion
that love has no color.
A couple in Detroit comprised Of a Black man and
white-woman received a _noose
in the mail, alongside photos
of people being lynched, for
CARL AND SUSAN
their colorblind love.
SMITH
What's even more shocking
is the fact that the man who - quested that they send the
sent the items is not only - items over. Upon fuither inBlack himself, but "allegedly" vestigation detectives · were
holds a PhD. "When I opened able to find DNA on the noose,
the letter up, first thing I saw which allowed them to pin-was a noose," Carl Smith point the culprit.
Gienn E. Morgan Jr., 41,
said. "I opened it up further
and it was like four pages of of Detroit, and founder of the
hate-mail. People being hung, National Black Men's Educablack guys, Nicole [Brown] tion Association, was identiSimpson getting her throat tied for committing the cnme.
cut, and I was terrified."
Despite the fact that no one
Smith and his wife, Susan, has ever even really heard .of
contacted the FBI · who re- his alleged association.
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40-Year-Oid Mom·Found. Nude
In Teenage BoV's Closet_
A mother in Cordova, TN
was caught naked in a closet
with a .16-year-old boy. According to police, it appear~
that the boy was a willing participant, but 40-year-old
Mary Collier . will still be
charged for the crime.
The woinan's daughter,
. Carshawna Collier, said she
was not proud of the d~tails
surrounding her mothers rela- ·
tionship with the teenager, but
will stand by her. _
Collier was charged with
aggravated statutory rape after
the police were contacted re- garding the encounters: The
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-cost study-related: -

· • .Evaluations, physical.,..
' •a~11..,, '''VI<
• lnvestigational .medictatkJI{f

Meridien* -727-347,-8839 ·
Research · 4751 66th Street North

St. Petersburg, FL 33709

813-877-8839
501 S. Boulevard
Tampa, FL 33606
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~Crime

Suspect In Sulphur
Springs Murder
Surrenders

Reward Offered
For Arrest 01
Wounded Burglar

OSCAR THOMAS
..... wounded during bur glary;
being sought by police.

JACOB NELSON
..... charged with Grady's
murder.
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Tampa Police report that
on Wednesday, February
22nd betWeen 4:45 p. m. and
5:19 p. m., Derrick Grady,
Jr., 24, was driven by a female acquaintance to meet
Jacob Nelson, 25, at 9410 ·.
North 13th Street.
Authorities have not disclosed what the confrontation was about that led to one
man fatally shooting the
other.
Police said when Grady
arrived, he was directed to
the front door of the apart-·
ment.
.
A witness told police Nelson armed- himself with a
handgun and was upset prior
to Grady's arrival. When
Grady stepped · inside the
apartment, Nelson allegedly
shot Grady once in the
chest. Grady ran and collapsed a short distance away.

DERRICK
GRADY, JR.

He was transported to a local
hospital where he was pronounced dead.
Nelson fled the scene,
butturned himself in Thursday, February 23rd.
A witness identified Nelson as the person who shot
Grady. He was charged with
second-degree murder. and
being a felon in possession of
a handgun.
Although arrest records
indicate that Nelson and
Grady both spent time at the
Brevard Correctional Institute, they were not at the institution at the same time.
Detectives said they cannot release the name of the
woman who 9-rove Grady to
the apartment because she is
a witness, and they haven't
released information on what
the dispute was about between the two men.

Tampa Police report that a
man broke into a home in the
900 .block of Ross Avenue February 18th.
The man armed himself with
a taser he fotJ.nd inside the female homeowner's purse. The
male resident confronted the
suspect, and shot him in the
right arm. The suspect fled, but
detectives were able to later
identify him as Oscar
Thomas, 32, using forensic evidence left behind at the scene ..
A warrant ·was issued for
Thomas's arrest on February
24th, and a reward is being offered.
Anyone with information
leading to Thomas' arrest is
urged to contact Crime Stoppers
at 1-800-873-8477·
Oscar Thomas's last
known addresses are 102 West
Gladys, Apt. B, and 2804 North
. Tampa Street, Apt. B.

Tampa Man
Sentenced On
Armed Robberv
Charge

Armed Career Criminal
Sentenced To 15 Years
For Gun Possession
A 37-year-old man was
sentenced to 15 years in
prison for possession of a
firearm. He was been convicted of a felony on several
separate occasions.
After completing the
prison sentenc·e, U. S. District
Judge Richard A. Lazzara
ordered that Eric Lyron
Davis also serve five years of
supervision.
According to court documents, Davis stopped by
Tampa Police on May 23,
2011, as part of the "Click It
Or Ticket" campaign. The vehicle was stopped because the
driver and passenger were
not wearing seatbelts. Davis
was the passenger.
' When the vehicle came to
a stop, Davis fled from the
scene and allegedly threw a
Colt .38 caliber Cobra · revolver as he ran away. Police
recovered the handgun.
Davis' had already been
convicted on felony charges
eight times. Based ort his

ERIC LYRON DAVIS
... Sentenced to 15 years for
possession of a firearm

record and the nature of
those crimes, Davis was des..:
ignated as an Armed Career .
Criminal. He pleaded guilty
on November 21, 2011.
The case was also prosecuted as part of the Department of · Justice's "Project
Safe Neighborhoods" Program. The program is the Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco,
Firearms, and Explosives' nationwide initiative to reduce
gun violence.

Man Kills Wile
During Argument
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ALAN OSTERHOUDT

r-------------------------------------------~

WARREN
DAWSON

221-1800

1467 Tampa Park Plaza
@ Nebraska Ave. & Scon St.
The hiring of alawyer is an important decision that should not be based solely upon advertis,ements.
Before you decide, ask us to send you FREE written information about qualifications and experience!

KENNETH
BURKE, JR.

On Thursday, U. S. District
Judge
Elizabeth
Kovachevich sentenced Kenneth H. Burke, Jr., 30, to 29
years and 7 months in federal
prison for conspiracy to commit
robbery, robbery affecting interstate commerce, using a firearm
during a crime of Violence, and
possession of a firearm by a
·convicted felon. Burke had
previously been convicted of
three bank robberies.
According to evidence at his
trial, on January 29, 2011,
Burke and another man tried
to rob a convenience store in
Polk County. During the incident, Burke, armed with a
handgun, pushed aside one victim who tried to stop him from
entering the store, and later
pushed a clerk to the ground.
When the clerk moved
Burke shot him in the back.
The clerk also suffered head injuries. Burke and his accomplice fl ed and the clerk was
hospitalized.
Burke was found guilty on
December 2, 2011.

HERNANDO COUNTIOn February 25, 2012 at 11 p.
- m. , the Hernando County
Sheriff's Office received a call
from a man who identified
himself as Alan Osterhoudt. He allegedly told the
dispatcher he had done the
most heinous thing he had
ever done in his life.
when deputies arrived,
they found Osterhoudt
waiting for them in front of
his residence. He was arrested without incident.
Deputies then entered the
house and found Osterhoudt's wife, Mari'a, dead
in the bathroom with an apparent head injury.

After Osterhoudt was
takeri into custody he requested to speak with an attorney.
Alan Osterhoudt, 61,
was subsequently charged
with killing his wife, Maria,
51, during an argumeJ1.t.
Maria Osterhoudt-was
a professor at St. Petersburg
College's Tarpon ~prings
campus. She was teaching
classes in Web design andreceived her B. A. from Jersey
City State Teachers Coll~ge,
and a graduate certificate in
Web design and a Masters in
Instruction Technology from
the University of Florida.
Osterhoudt is being held
on a charge of second-degree
· murder.

Uncle Sandy says...
When you trust 1 5, 11, 15 your
fi rst instincts 19, 22, 25 29 you us..!
ually end up making 33, 36, 39, 40
the right decision 42, 45, 49, 53.
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CEO/President .
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Cutting It Low

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE
13th JUDICtAL CIRCUIT IN AND FOR
HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA

Experienced, Licensed
For Salon With
Stable Clientele

RESIDENTIAL FUNDING COMPANY ·LLC,
Plaintiff,
vs.
ERIK WESOLOSKI, et al.
Defendant(s).

60/Parsons
Brandon Area
Call (813) 2-17-2462
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-II - HOMES FOR RENT I
M<?ve_ln Special!>!
. No Deposits! FREE Rent
TMLE~SES.Com -

2307 North 54th Street
3 Bedi-o.om Home • .
Central Air/Heat
Washer/Dryer Hook-Lip
$850.00/Monthly Section 8 Accepted -

10230~Rood

727-816-3169 11

Seminole Heights,
113 WesJ Violet Street
-4 Bedr9om/3 Bath

to be
J:
o"KDiioos, arB
n7-816-J.i25.THE
IS
<OOiidered

Only $1295.00/Monthly ;

COU£GE

+Utilities
· Available 3/1 ·

SPRINGBREAK.

EOEIADA (oinplim .
Websi1e: lWIW.piKc.OOtijobs-

Section 8 OK Erick 813-376-8787 .
East Tampa
.r

FOR RENT.

I

I

USF Area
14456 Reuter Stras!"e Clr.
#714

I

FOR RENT

2/2.5 Condo
Only $850.00/Monthly
Includes Water
Available Now
Section 8 OK

I

Fletcher/Rome

Eric_
k 813-376-87(l_7
Charming ~ Spacious
2 Bedroom/2 Bath
Townhouse
Pool, Terinis
Ideal For Single Parent And
Child

0
N

w

(!J

-~

Wont Last!!

(813) 248-1921

,..

.•.

G.OSED FEBRUARY 27 THROUGH AIAAOl 4 FOR

Dated this 15th day of February. 2012.

"The Voice of Our Community
Speaking for Itself"

..

.,(,:,.,

813-386-8049 ..·'

New Polt Ridley, fL 34054-5l99
AU APPliCANTS MUST SUBMIT AN ONUNE APPI.JU..
liON, COVER 1fillR, RESUME, lRANSOIPlS, AND
VETERAN'S PREFERENCE DOCUMENTATION (IFAPPllfABl£) 00 lATER 1IIAN N.ARQll6. No otle

subrtitted molefOs llill Qtdfy
for dis jXlSifioo. F« OOip with

·

813-221 ;-4457

~llellmlo CooJnooily ~·
Attn: Htmrn Resources OOke Uob #0160)

If you are a person with a disability who neeas an
accommodation in order to access court facilities or
.participate in a court proceeding, you are entitled, at no cost
to you, to the provision of certain assistance. To request such
an accommodatton; please contact court administration at
least 7 days ~efore your scheduled court appearance; or
immediately upon receiving a notification of a scheduled
court proceeding if the - time before the scheduled
appearance is less than 7 days. Complete the Request for
Accommodations Form and submit to 800 E..Twiggs Street,
Room 604, Tampa, Fl 33602. ADA Coordination Help Line
(813)' 272-7040; Hearing Impaired Line 1-800-955-8n1; voice
Impaired Line 1-800-955-8no.

By: /s/ Felicia L. Patterson
DEPUTY CLERK

L(lundry

(813) 390-4169

APPUCATION SYSTEM. The 511p~eroontol /
odditionol oppliartion roolerio~ reqtjred ore: (I) o
ower le!ler, (2) o oment resume, (3) cilpy of
lrorrsaipls, (4) Edumtionol ~lrf Stoleroont (Edu
Phm. (sl 0().214 (~ doimino l'8lerlrn's ~l.
000 IIMf be uplooded ond illtodallo the omoo
~icotioo bebt "*'night of tfie applladloft
deadline dale. The opplkotioo review pnKeSS Olfl
be ini1ioled IWh the ropies d tronsaipts; h~Mever,
· d!iciol tronsaip!s must be received before the
irrleMew.lbe oflldalllaasalpls sent 1o "
Hlllllllllasounas Offica (addnlss below~

IF YOU ARE A PERSON CLAIMING A RIGHT TO FUNDS
REMAINING AFTER THE SALE, YOU MUST FILE A CLAIM
WITH THE CLERK OF COURT NO LATER THAN 60 DAYS
AFTER THE SALE. IF YOU FAIL TO FILE A CLAIM, YOU WILL
·NOT BE ENTITLED TO ANY REMAINING FUNDS. AFTER 60
DAYS, ONLY THE OWNER OF RECORD AS OF THE DATE OF
THE LIS PENDENS MAY CLAIM THE SURPLUS

PAT FRANK
CLERK OF THE
CIRCUIT COURT

Poo~

Water And Sewer Included

BE UPLOADED VIA THE ONUNE

.!z ·
U)

Gated Cc;>m!'QunitY
Swimming

o right of Y9lemn~ preference must upload
- dorurMntolion of el'i!Jibility ooo oHodl it to 1hii m
oppliaJiioo before midnight d~ opplimtion deodine
dote. Soloty ronge is $38,964 •$54,028.80 (lor 1Y«l
lemlS): ire rooximum solory is bosed on edurotioo
~. full.ffroo prDnol m eqlflfience tn:Vor
full-lime teo<Jjng experience. APPLY OUI oo
loter thon the Morth I6 opplicotion deodliiry ot
VNrW.phoc.edWjobs. AU SUPPI.fMEIITAL I
ADDITIOfW.APPUCAJION MATEIIALMUST

CONDOMINIUM UNIT NO. 204, BUILDING 7,
OF THE PINNACLE AT CARROLLWOOD, A
CONDOMINIUM THEREOF, AS RECORDED
INOFFICIAL RECORDS BOOK 15696, PAGE
1336, AS AMENDED, OF THE PUBLIC RECORDS
OF HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY, FLORIDA.

:::E:

(M8

regiooJIIy ocoeciled insliMions; SO!isiKt1xy ainiool
~my bodcground ~ l1llll be able to .n
~ llOOis oOO spit S£Mdule_ Appliands vdlo doim

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN, pursuant to an Order or Final
Judgment of Foreclosure dated January--3. 2012, and entered in
Case No. 2007-CA-1 0390 of the Circuit - Court of the 13th
Judicial Circuit in and for Hillsborough County, Florida,
wherein RESIDENTIAL . FUNDING COMPANY LLC, is the
Plaintiff and ERIK WESOLOSKI, A/KIA ERIC WESOLOSKI; S &W
- INVESTMENT GROUP LLC; E*TRADE BANK, THE PINNACLE
AT CARROLLWOOD ·coNDOMINIUM ASSOCIATION -INC., are
the Defendant(s). -The Clerk of Court will sell to the highest and
'best bidder for cash on the 2nd Floor, Rooms 201/202, in the
· George E. Edgecomb Courthouse, 800 East Twiggs Street, Tampa,
FL 33602, at 10:00 a.m. Eastern Time on March 30. 2012, the following described property set forth in said Order or Final Judgment,
to wit:

U)

$600.00/Mpnthly

aeotiw MitiJvJ. EfWJiish jjronml, fillglisOO. ~

-~

a:LL

1 Bedroom/1 Bath.

- r~ klamltre, rhetoric em c~ o1

NOTICE OF SALE
PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 45

c

Near Busch

' - (Job #0160)

New POrt Ri~ Campus
Posm-Heroondo CornriUlilv College (PHCQ is
ocrepting owfimliom lor full.m,loalty.Anfi<i!*i
S1nflit1J dote is August 14, 2012......... Moster's
degiee in Eo;Jiish oro ~degree Wilh ot 1m I8
!Bmllll OOtrs in the qoot~ fQd of

Barbers Wanted

CASE NO.: 2007-CA-10390

Condo - Pond View

Instruct~ English

(813) 960-8490

I Rill
CONTACT LAVORA

@

(813) 248-192:1

FOR DETAILS ON PLACING
YOUR ADVERTISEMENT

-

3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Family Room, Conc(ete Block
Renovated, CHA, WDH
Screened Patio,
Fenced Yard, Carport
$S7S..OO/Mont~ly ·
$700.00/Deposit "
. Section a- Welcomed
813-505-9728
1701 Julian Lane Driy.t
Clair -Mel
4/2 Central NC
Washer Dryer Hoek-Up_
Refrigerator, Rang; ~
Tile Floqrs, -Fenced Yard
Rent: $. 1250:00 ·
bepo~it: $ 5oo:oo ·
Section 8Welcome :
Harold- 813-293-26n

·c!m
en

II HOMES FOR RENT ·II II APTS. FOR RENT II II

DUPLEXES

·II .,~

ROOMS FOR RENT

II II

~~

m

For Rent

$99.00 Move-In Special

Coming Available Soon!

3 Bedroom/2 Bath

Section 8 Welcome

Cozy - 2 Bedroom/1 Bath

Block Homes

Se Habla Espanol

Duplex, .Central A/C

Section 8 Accepted
Cinnamon Cove
813-386-8049

·Apartments
Call (813) 971-5254

Section 8 Only
3 Bedrooms/1 Bath
CHA, WDH, Fenced Yard
Available March 1st
Call (813) .no-2003
(813) 735-5295
(813) 713-4055

4 ~edroom/2 Bath
Fenced, CHA, New Carpet
Cer~mic Tile, Petless
Section 8
Need 4 Bedroom Voucher
Plus Deposit
813-949-3482
East Tampa
3 Bedroom/1 Bath
Concrete Block
No Pets, Fenced Yaid
$795.00/Monthly
$500.00/Deposit
,. Section 8 OK
(813) ,267-4488

II APTS. FOR RENT II

Please Call (813) 494-3343

w/Appliances, Fenced Yard

Section 8 Welcome

. Call (813) 562-3013
La Casa Mia
· 211 Only $580.00
Water Included

. Section 8 Only
0 Deposit
$100.00 Move-In Special

$600/Monthly
3 Bedroom

Rent Required

CHA, WDH

(813) 704-7339

North Tampa And
Temple Terrace Area
Angle's Apartments

Caii .813-971-D341

!»

Call (813) 43a.:3290

....N0

Stop By Or Call Henry

Tampa Heights

(813) 727.0151

Large $125.00
Small $115.00
Weekly Plus Deposit
, Older Person Preferred
Must Be Employed Or
Receiving Benefits
. . No Drugs Or Smokers
Furnished'

5619 East Chelsea
Rooms For Rent

Central Heat & Air

0
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(813) 466-5003
(727) 709-2789

$75.00/Deposit _
Central Heat And Air

rm
c:
rr-

Carpet, Free Cable
Call (813) 361-6227

8723 12th Street
· Apartment #A
2 Bedroom/1 Bat h

.,r-

$1 00.00/Weekly

Extremely Nice .

-

Duplex

Move In Special
Hyde

..

Park

University Area

$55o.ootM6nthly

Any Size Room

Plus Deposit

·$1 00.00/Weekly

AIC & Appliance Repair ,
Ice Makers, Refrigeration, .
Stove, _Washers & Dryers
All Work Gu~rant~ ·

$400.00 For
Call (813) 451-1568

Unit #B
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath, Clean
Large Backyard
Quiet Neighborhood

One Month ONLY

Busch Gardens Area
Plant City
-Fair ~rounds

Water Included

WID, Cable
·All Utilities Paid
Next To Bus Lines
Quiet Neighborhood
$120.00/Weekly
Private Entrance
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(813) 293-1090

Furnished, CHA

Call (813) 789-8869

(813) 695-4343
Fast Friendly Service

'
And Employed

$400.00/Security

To Genessee.

· Call Prince

Single, Must Be Drug Free

$600.00/Monthly

Take MLK To 26th, Take 26th

m

APPLIANCE
REPA.l RS

CHA, W/DH

2619 E. Genessee Street

WEST TAMPA
· 2 & 3 BDRM APTS

Busch Gardens Area

New4-Piex

Very, Very Quite

813-221-2120
Oak Gardens
11717 North 14th Street
(14th Street And Fowler)

Call (813) 476-8748

Move-In Special

(813) 451-1ns

Bright And Clean
100% Remodeled
Beautiful Layout
2 Bedroom Apartment~
$675 Moves You In!

Rooms For Rent

Tampa

Call (813) 4n-n34

Call (813) 601-3101

Weekly + Deposit

Call (813) 789-3879

813-915-9787

2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
Totally Remodeled
Washer/Dryer Hook-up
$600.00/Monthly
Plus Deposit

Full Kitchen, Furnished
$80.00-$100.00

In Quiet Building At

Section 8 Accepted

Busch Gardens
And 40th Area

Rooms For Rent
Newly Remodeled

Call (813) 965-5931

2913 North 15th Street

2 Or 3 Bedroom/1 Bath

a·

N

WestTampa ·

Males Preferred
Cable, Central Heat
Strictly No Drug Activity
Allowed Must Be Employed

Nice Area

1, 2 & 3 Bedroom
Apartments
WDH - 0 Deposit
No Application Fee
Section Welcome

1st Month Free With Security
12301 North 11th Street

And Cable Included

Furnished Rooms For Rent

First & Last Month

N

For Detailed Information

3502 N.12th Street
1 Bedroom Patio Apartment

~

Electric, Water

Call (813) 300-0243

For Rent
2 Bedroom/1 Bath
Apartment
$500.00 Per Month
Section 8 Accepted

In Ybor Heights At:

$650.00/Monthly

Large Backyard
Busch Gardens Areas

Room For Rent

Available Room For Rent

1000 East 26th Avenue

$1 00.00/Deposit
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II . BEDS FOR SALE II· cz
.,:IJ .
6
~

Beds
Bunk Beds

$200.00

Twin

$60.00

Full

$65.00

·Queen

$.75.00 ·.

King

$100.00 & Up

W~ter

55+ Community
1 Bedroom Apartments
$1 00.00/Deposit

& Sewer Included
$504.00-$542.00

Tampa Presbyterian
(813) 253.0008

TradeMark Group
(81'3).221-4457

TTY - 1-80D-955-8n1

.fi)

$125.00/Deposit
Small Room

Older Adults Preferred

402 E. Amelia Avenue

(813) 391-7046.

Large $125.00/Weekly

BLICATION DEADLINES

Edition • Thursday @12:00 P.M. ·
Friday Edition- Monday 0 12:00 P.M.

$115.00/Deposit

Burglar Bars, Very Clean ·

Plus Deposit

II ROOMS FOR RENT II

$115.00/Weekly

1 Bedroom Apartment

$550.00 Monthly ·

Call (813) 31 D-0991

Village

Starting At $375.00

Very Clean, Security Bars ·

(813) 478-1286

SUPPORT THE
FLORIDA SENTINEL
ADVERTISERS

Must Be Employed
Or Receiving Benefits
No Drugs Or Kids Allowed
813-431-1310

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENT RATE
$10.00 • 1-20 Words And 60$ For Each .
Additional Word Over 20
This Price Is Each Time You ·Publish Your Ad
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Affordable Carpet Cleaning

We Buy Junk Cars
And Trucks

>"'

Deep Scrub $55.00 Flat

en

Rate Ca$h

CALLJ.R.

...

_ASAP (813) 484-6757

(813) 966-3501

~
w
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B'Eiegant Beauty Salon

l\lloving Service

3402 North 34th Street

We Specialize In

Is Looking For

Quick Local Moves

Licensed Hair Stylists
Call (813) 352-8356

Booth Rental Only

Junk Cars

-II DNA TESTING I

We Buy Junk Cars,

Paternity Test

Call (813) 784-8339

Call Mrs. B
(813) 965-0020

. FOR SALE
Watkins Products

We Come To You!
Results In 3 Days

$350.00 Cash Minimum

Legal Or Personal Testing

For Most Cars

Payment Plans

Vitamins, Ointments, Salves,

Trucks ·And Vans

24-Hour Service

Various Gourmet Spices,

Free Towing 24/7

And More!

Call (813) 403-0800

Call Today To Buy/Sell
(813) 373-5604

"II SELL YOUR HOME I

Red And White Liniments,

Monday - Saturday
DLM-DNATesting Services
(813) 928-2753
www.dlmservicesusa.com
Now Servicing Nationwide

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSE!
Cash In 3 Days

CASH

For Your House

For Cars, Trucks And Vans

1-8~8-651-5777

II

Free Hauling

REAL ESTATE
Learn HowTo

Construction, Garbage

en
::;

No Job Too Big Or Small

m

II

LAWN SERVICE

II

Or Anything Else

II

- Build With Equity

Rental Business

Fast And Reasonable

;::)

MAC DADDY

Must Have Fair Credit

Lawn Service And

t=

Must Have Cash To Close

Complete Clean-Up

Serious Inquiries Only

..J

We Haul: Debris, Limbs

D..

z

(813) 285-4674

w
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And Furniture
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I Buy Junk Cars
Up To $500.00 & Up

Need Money?

Call Eric

We Pay Top Dollar For Cars

(813) 764-3968

All Core Auto Parts: Batteries,
Radiators, Transmission, Etc.

We Pay "TOP" $CASH$

All Appliances And

Up To $1 ,500.00

Scrap Metals

For Cars, Trucks

Call (813) 770-7188
We Pick Up

Van~ .

Motorcycles

(813) 695-2438

Micros Short Hair

$65

MicrOs Long Hair

$85

Kinky Twists

$65

Box Plaits

$40

Sew-In Weaves

$45

Dominican Hairstylist
Saturday Only

II

II

$20.00 - Blow And Go
$40.00 -: Relaxer And Go
$80.00 - Weave And Go

We Buy Unwanted Vehicles
With Or Without Title
Any Condition
Make Or Model

DON'T LET THOSE
OTHER GUYS STEAL
YOUR HOUSEl
We Buy Foreclosure Homes
Cash In 3 Days

We Pay Up To $20,000.00

See Our Ad In The

And Offer Free Towing

Florida Sentinel.

Call Omar

www.rehabberssuperstore.com
813.675.7040

(813) 516"0847

Removes Bad Luck, Evil
Advise On Love/Marriage

Call For Appointment
(813) 567-1429

With Or Without Title

MORTGAGE

Cleansing

Spells, Restores Lost Nature

Running Or Not
24/7

S~Jiritual

Consultatio~:

Kenny Rushing, President
Rehabber's Superstore, Inc.
813 675 7040 Ext. 11

Health And Business

Free Pick Up Of

u.

Palm, Card Reader

813.675.7040

~~~~M=E=T.=AL~~~~ ·~ll==s=AL=o=Ns==~·l

Old Appliances And Metal

Claims That They Have The
Money To Buy Your House But
Really Do Not.

Call -Me For A Free

Please Call Kenny Rushing

Phone, {813) 245-9761

Some Investors Make. False

Sister ·G race

SPIRITUALIST . ·II

- Build A Positive
Cash Flow

"We Do Best For Less"

Occupational License: That I
Am A Legitimate Business
Owner. Before You Sell Your
House To Some Scrupulous
Person Make Sure They Can
You
The
Same
Offer
Credentials.

1907 East Fletcher

In Real Estate
Rehab For Profit

->
w
c
w
::J:

(813) 675-7040·

Create Wealth Investing

All Junk Removal
Furniture, Tree Debris

2. References: Phone Numbers
Of People I've Bought Houses
From Recently.
.,

I Also Encourage You To Consult
With Your Attorney Before
· Selling Me Your . House Qr
Anyone Else.
We Value Our
Relationship
With
The
Community And Appreciate The
Continued Support Over The
Years. I've Helped Hundreds Of
People Get Cash Fast For Their
House Since August, 2000. I'm
Here To Help You And Will Not
Let You Down.

Florida Sentinel.www.rehabberssuperstore.com

ii:w

1. Proof Of Funds: Proving I
Have The Cash To Buy Your
House.

See. Our Ad In The

II

Lost Title OK
Call {813) 626-5733
Or (813) 924-6255
Go(t Bless

Before I Buy Your House I Can
Provide You With :

(813) 621-2820

I·PRODUCTS I

Trucks And Vans

I Pay Cash In 3 Days
For Your House

Call Sheila Today
{813) 481-9765

Special Readings $5.00
Phone (813) 506-9239
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SPIRITUALIST

II
Angel Spiritual Advisor

Ms. Taylor Root Healing

Immediate Solutions
To All Problems
Restores Back Love, Money
Business, Good Luck
Removes All Negativity And
Bad Luck From Your Life

Helps With Loved Ones
Marriage, Business, Health,
Success. When All Others
Have Failed - Guaranteed Help

TAX SERVICES

Tax Accounting &
Financial Planning Services

Laureit

(813) 333-6773

Don't l et Negative Energy Or

(813) 391-5517

Evil Influence Control Your Life...
leam How To Balance It
Specialized Spiritual Cleansing,
She Can Give You True Advice ·
On Love, Marriage, Business,
Health And Personal Ptoblems.
Call Now For An Appointment

1-888-851-8626
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Professional CPA

0
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Works Directly With
The IRS Year Round
All Individuals And Businesses

407-375-9633

Psychic Adviser

II

Simplex Investment LLC

Life Coach
Psychic Consultant

Call (407) 209-4817
For 1 Free Question

Spiritualist - Healer Advisor

II II
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Are Valued Customers

Removes Stress, Negativity,

True Woman Of God Can Help
You On Love,
Marriage, Business
Sister Maya Can Remove
Bad Luck, Evil Spirits

Obstacles. Restore Love,
Peace, Happiness Back
In Your Life Today!
Call Now For Answers

(813) 379-1151

To All Questions

7512 N. Armenia Avenue

817-797-4555
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ATTORNEY
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Arrested and Concerned

.-c:.-

About Your Legal Rights?

::!

m

z

Call Tanya Dugree

"'tt

(813) 418-5253

0

Pa)ment Plans Available
With NO CREDIT CHEC K
·ost-~ori\-lCinon Proceedings, Sealing Criminal Records and Appeals-

N. Franklin St., Suite 214, Tampa, FL33602

c:

"The Voice
of
Our Community
Speaking for Itself'

www.4ReasonableDoubt.com
of a Jmer is an important decision that should not be based
decide, ask us to send
FREE written informa1ion about

(813) 248-1921
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Fax To:

813·248-9218
Or Email:
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ISMALL BUSINESS SERVICE I
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• ROOF REPAIRS • LEAK REPAIRS

• ROOF COA11NG

Small Business Services

WE DO IT ALL!
Call file leak repair pru today
for your FREE EsnMATE

• Need Help getting Started or Expanding
• Minority Business Enterprise Certifications
• Non Profits- 501 (c)3 Setup
·

813-238-6197
~---
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Call Now:

13 207-0003

ledwards@flsentinel.coot
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BUSINESS DIRECTORY
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ATTORNEYS ·
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FEDERAL & STATE
~

CRIMINAL DEFENSE

402 East 7th Avenue, Tampa, FL 33602

All Federal Crime8
Felonies&-Misdemeanors
DUJ.& .Traffic- Cases
Violations ofProbation
. Bond··& ROR Motions
Domestic Violence

free Inlixmlllion Concerning Qualilications & BMperlen.:e Availlble Upoo ~The ~ Of
AnAttomeylsAn lmpcrtlud DecilicnThlt SbouldNOI BeBasedSoldyUpooAdvertisements. Bcfcn Yw
Us 10 Sad You Free Wrillcn
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ATTORNEY
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"CALL RIC'K Y"
"ASK RICKY"
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Free IQitiaJ Coh~ultation

AUTO ACCIDENT
HELPLINE:
Injured? Need a Doctor? Lawyer?
CALL RICKY

LL.
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(81.3) 350-7923

or Email: callrickywilliams@gmail.com
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Available 24
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• FREE Consultation

BAIL BONDS
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Hillsbor~ugh CountY'
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Polk County
328-Dorsett .AV-enue
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(863) 440-3720
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PHARMACY
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TIMES PHARMACY
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LL.

2210 East Hillsborough Avenue, Tampa, Fl33610
!Hillsborough & 22"d By AMSCOT)
Offering Early Childhood Education Cou rses
And Addi ction Studies

NORENE COPLAND MILLER, M.S.
A....,lstant Director Of ·
Recruitment And Adml~ions ·
School Of Human Services - Tampa Bay Campus
Email: ncopelandmiller@spfldcol.edu

{813} 237-6900 .·

•Criminal taw
•FamliJ law ·
•Prallate
•llscrlminadea
The Miles Plaza
3o8 E. MLK Blvd., Suite E

Your Neighborhood Pharmacy

Tampa, FL 33603

We Offer Free Home Delivery
.......,.~- Free Gift Card With Prescription Traiasfers

(813) 237-2392 Office
(813) 236-5717 Fax

If You. Have No Insurance * Call Us For Assistance
'

RENT ACAR _ •

-RENT A CAR

